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We compare two different techniques for browsing through a collection of spatial objects stored
in an R-tree spatial data structure on the basis of their distances from an arbitrary spatial
query object. The conventional approach is one that makes use of a k -nearest neighbor
algorithm where k is known prior to the invocation of the algorithm. Thus if m . k neighbors
are needed, the k -nearest neighbor algorithm has to be reinvoked for m neighbors, thereby
possibly performing some redundant computations. The second approach is incremental in the
sense that having obtained the k nearest neighbors, the k 1 1 st neighbor can be obtained
without having to calculate the k 1 1 nearest neighbors from scratch. The incremental
approach is useful when processing complex queries where one of the conditions involves
spatial proximity (e.g., the nearest city to Chicago with population greater than a million), in
which case a query engine can make use of a pipelined strategy. We present a general
incremental nearest neighbor algorithm that is applicable to a large class of hierarchical
spatial data structures. This algorithm is adapted to the R-tree and its performance is
compared to an existing k -nearest neighbor algorithm for R-trees [Roussopoulos et al. 1995].
Experiments show that the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm significantly outperforms
the k -nearest neighbor algorithm for distance browsing queries in a spatial database that uses
the R-tree as a spatial index. Moreover, the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm usually
outperforms the k -nearest neighbor algorithm when applied to the k -nearest neighbor problem
for the R-tree, although the improvement is not nearly as large as for distance browsing
queries. In fact, we prove informally that at any step in its execution the incremental nearest
neighbor algorithm is optimal with respect to the spatial data structure that is employed.
Furthermore, based on some simplifying assumptions, we prove that in two dimensions the
number of distance computations and leaf nodes accesses made by the algorithm for finding k
neighbors is O (k1 k).
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we focus on the issue of obtaining data objects in their order
of distance from a given query object (termed ranking). This issue is of
primary interest in a spatial database, although it is also useful in other
database applications, including multimedia indexing [Korn et al. 1996],
CAD, and molecular biology [Kriegel et al. 1997]. The desired ranking may
be full or partial (e.g., only the first k objects). This problem can also be
posed in a conventional database system. For example, given a table of
individuals containing a weight attribute, we can ask “who has a weight
closest to w lbs.?” or “rank the individuals by how much their weight differs
from w lbs.” If no index exists on the weight attribute, a scan of all tuples
must be performed to answer the first query. However, if an appropriate
index structure is used, more efficient methods can be employed. For
example, using a B1-tree, the query can be answered by a single descent to
a leaf, for a cost of O ~ logn ! for n tuples. The correct answer is found either
in that leaf or an adjacent one. To rank all the individuals, the search
would proceed in two directions along the leaves of the B1-tree, with a
constant cost for each tuple. The index can be used for any such query,
regardless of the reference weight w .
For multidimensional data, things are not so simple. Consider, for
example, a set of points in two dimensions representing cities. Queries
analogous to the previous ones are “what city is closest to point p ?” and
“rank the cities by their distances from point p .” In a database context, we
wish to know what kind of index structures will aid in processing these
queries. For a fixed reference point p and distance metric, we might build a
one-dimensional index on the distances of the cities from the point p . This
would provide an efficient execution time for this particular point (i.e., for
p ), but it would be useless for any other point or distance metric. Thus, we
have to rebuild the index, which is a costly process if we need to do it for
each query. Contrast this to the one-dimensional case, where there is
generally only one choice of metric. Furthermore, for a given reference
point, any other point can have only two positions in relation to it, larger or
smaller. It is not possible to define such a simple relationship in the
multidimensional case.
As another example, suppose we want to find the nearest city to Chicago
with more than a million inhabitants. There are several ways to proceed.
An intuitive solution is to guess some area range around Chicago and check
the populations of the cities in that range. If we find a city with the
requisite population, we must make sure that there are no other cities that
are closer and that meet the population condition. This approach is rather
inefficient, as we have to guess the size of the area to be searched. The
problem with guessing is that we may choose too small a region or too large
a region. If the size is too small, the area may not contain any cities
satisfying the population criterion, in which case we need to expand the
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region being searched. If the size is too large, we may be examining many
cities needlessly.
A radical solution is to sort all the cities by their distances from Chicago.
This is not very practical because we need to resort them each time we pose
a similar query with respect to another city. Moreover, sorting requires a
considerable amount of extra work, especially when usually all that is
needed to obtain the desired result is to inspect the first few nearest
neighbors.
A less radical solution is to retrieve the closest k cities and determine if
any of them satisfy the population criterion. The problem here lies in
determining the value of k . As in the area range solution, we may choose
too small or too large a value of k . If k is too small, failure to find a city
satisfying the population criterion means that we have to restart the search
with a value larger than k , say m . The drawback is that such a search
forces us to expend work in finding the k nearest neighbors (which we
already did once before) as part of the cost of finding the m . k nearest
neighbors. On the other hand, if k is too large, we waste work in calculating
neighbors whose populations we will never check.
A logical way to overcome the drawbacks of the second and third
solutions is to obtain the neighbors incrementally (i.e., one-by-one) as they
are needed. In essence, we are browsing through the database on the basis
of distance, and we use the term distance browsing to describe this
operation. The result is an incremental ranking of the cities by distance,
where we cease the search as soon as the secondary population condition is
satisfied. The idea is that we want only a small, but unknown, number of
neighbors. The incremental solution finds application in a much more
general setting than our specialized query example. In particular, this
includes queries that require the application of the “nearest” predicate to a
subset s of the attributes of a relation (or object class) r . This class of
queries is part of a more restricted, but very common, class that imposes an
additional condition c , which usually involves attributes other than s . This
means that the “nearest” condition serves as a primary condition, while
condition c serves as a secondary condition. Using an incremental solution
enables such a query to be processed in a pipelined fashion.
Of course, in the worst case, we have to examine all (or most) of the
neighbors even when using an incremental approach. This may occur if few
objects satisfy the secondary condition (e.g., if none of the cities have the
requisite population). In this case, it may actually be better to first select
on the basis of the secondary condition (the population criterion in our
example) before considering the “spatially nearest” condition, especially if
an index exists that can be used to compute the secondary condition. Using
a k -nearest neighbor algorithm may also be preferable, provided it is more
efficient than the incremental algorithm for large values of k . It only makes
sense to choose this solution if we know in advance how many neighbors
are needed (i.e., the value of k ), but this value can be estimated based on
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the selectivity of the secondary condition. These issues demonstrate the
need for a query engine to make estimates using selectivity factors (e.g.,
Aref and Samet [1993]; Muralikrishna and DeWitt [1988]; Selinger et al.
[1979]) involving the numbers of values that are expected to satisfy various
parts of the query and the computational costs of the applicable algorithms.
In this paper we compare the incremental and k -nearest neighbor
approaches for browsing through a collection of spatial objects stored in an
R-tree spatial data structure on the basis of their distances from an
arbitrary spatial query object. In the process, we present a general incremental nearest neighbor algorithm applicable to a large class of hierarchical spatial data structures, and show how to adapt this algorithm to the
R-tree. Its performance is compared to an existing k -nearest neighbor
algorithm for R-trees [Roussopoulos et al. 1995]. In addition, we demonstrate that the k -nearest neighbor algorithm of Roussopoulos et al. [1995]
can be transformed into a special case of our R-tree adaptation of the
general incremental nearest neighbor algorithm. The transformation process also reveals that the R-tree incremental nearest neighbor algorithm
achieves more pruning than the R-tree k -nearest neighbor algorithm.
Moreover, our R-tree adaptation leads to a considerably more efficient (and
conceptually different) algorithm because the presence of object bounding
rectangles in the tree enables their use as pruning devices to reduce disk
I/O for accessing the spatial descriptions of objects (stored external to the
tree). Experiments show that the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm
significantly outperforms the k -nearest neighbor algorithm for distance
browsing queries in a spatial database that uses the R-tree as a spatial
index. Moreover, the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm usually outperforms the k -nearest neighbor algorithm when applied to the k -nearest
neighbor problem for the R-tree, although the improvement is not nearly as
large as for distance browsing queries.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
algorithms related to nearest neighbor queries. Section 3 reviews the
structure of R-trees. Section 4 describes the incremental nearest neighbor
algorithm as well as its adaptation to the R-tree. Section 5 introduces the
k -nearest neighbor algorithm. Section 6 presents the results of an empirical study comparing the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm with the
k -nearest neighbor algorithm. Section 7 discusses issues that arise in
high-dimensional spaces. Conclusions are drawn in Section 8.
2. RELATED WORK
Numerous algorithms exist for answering nearest neighbor and k -nearest
neighbor queries, motivated by the importance of these queries in fields
including geographical information systems (GIS), pattern recognition,
document retrieval, and learning theory. Almost all of these algorithms,
many of them from the field of computational geometry, are for points in a
d -dimensional vector space [Broder 1990; Eastman and Zemankova 1982;
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Friedman et al. 1977; Fukunaga and Narendra 1975; Kamgar-Parsi and
Kanal 1985; Roussopoulos et al. 1995; Sproull 1991], but some allow for
arbitrary spatial objects [Henrich 1994; Hoel and Samet 1991], although
most are still limited to a point as the query object. In many applications, a
rough answer suffices, so that algorithms have been developed that return
an approximate result [Arya et al. 1994; Bern 1993; White and Jain 1996a],
thereby saving time in computing it. Many of the above algorithms require
specialized search structures [Arya et al. 1994; Bern 1993; Eastman and
Zemankova 1982; Fukunaga and Narendra 1975; Kamgar-Parsi and Kanal
1985], but some employ commonly used spatial data structures. For example, algorithms exist for the k-d tree [Broder 1990; Friedman et al. 1977;
Murphy and Selkow 1986; Sproull 1991], quadtree-related structures
[Hjaltason and Samet 1995; Hoel and Samet 1991], the R-tree [Roussopoulos et al. 1995; White and Jain 1996a], the LSD-tree [Henrich 1994], and
others. In addition, many of the algorithms can be applied to other spatial
data structures.
To our knowledge, only three incremental solutions to the nearest neighbor problem exist in the literature [Broder 1990; Henrich 1994; Hjaltason
and Samet 1995]. All these algorithms employ priority queues (see Section
4). The Broder [1990] algorithm was developed for the k-d tree [Bentley
1975]. It is differs considerably from the other two algorithms, in that the
Broder [1990] algorithm stores only the data objects in the priority queue,
and uses a stack to keep track of the subtrees of the spatial data structure
that have yet to be completely processed. This makes it necessary to use an
elaborate mechanism to avoid processing the contents of a node more than
once. The Henrich [1994] algorithm was developed for the LSD-tree [Henrich et al. 1989]. It is very similar to our method (in Hjaltason and Samet
[1995]), and was published at about the same time. The principal difference
between Henrich [1994] and our method is that the LSD-tree algorithm
uses two priority queues, one for the data objects and another for the nodes
of the spatial data structure. This makes their algorithm somewhat more
complicated than ours, while, according to our experiments, the use of two
priority queues does not offer any performance benefits. Our algorithm
[Hjaltason and Samet 1995] was initially developed for the PMR quadtree
[Nelson and Samet 1986] although its presentation was general. In this
paper we expand considerably on our initial solution by showing how it can
be adapted to the R-tree [Guttman 1984], as well as comparing it to a
solution that makes use of an existing k -nearest neighbor algorithm
[Roussopoulos et al. 1995]. In addition, we show how this k -nearest
neighbor algorithm [Roussopoulos et al. 1995] can be transformed into a
special case of our R-tree adaptation of the general incremental nearest
neighbor algorithm. As a byproduct of the transformation process, the
k -nearest neighbor algorithm is considerably simplified.
The term distance scan [Becker and Güting 1992] has also been used for
what we term distance browsing. Becker and Güting [1992] introduce the
concept of a distance scan and motivate its use, similarly to the procedure
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in Section 1; that is, in the context of finding the closest object to a query
point where additional conditions may be imposed on the object. In addition, their paper provides optimization rules for mapping a “closest” operator into a “distance scan” operation in an example GIS query language.
All the algorithms mentioned thus far assume that the objects exist in a
d -dimensional Euclidean space, so that distances are defined between
every two objects in a data set as well as between an object and any point in
the space. Another class of nearest neighbor algorithms operates on more
general objects, in what is commonly called the metric space model. The
only restriction on the objects is that they reside in some metric space, i.e.,
a distance metric is defined between any two objects. However, in this
general case, it is not possible to produce new objects in the metric space,
e.g., to aggregate or divide two objects (in a Euclidean space, bounding
rectangles are often used for this purpose). Various methods exist for
indexing objects in the metric space model as well as for computing
proximity queries [Brin 1995; Burkhard and Keller 1973; Ciaccia et al.
1997; Uhlmann 1991; Wang and Shasha 1990]. These methods can only
make use of the properties of distance metrics (non-negativity, symmetry,
and the triangle inequality), and operate without any knowledge of how
objects are represented or how the distances between objects are computed.
Such a general approach is usually slower than methods based on spatial
properties of objects, but must be used for objects for which such properties
do not exist (e.g., images, chemical data, time series, etc.). This approach
has also been advocated for high-dimensional vector spaces. It may often be
possible to map general objects into geometric space, thereby reaping the
benefit of more efficient search methods. Most such mapping approaches
are domain-specific [Hafner et al. 1995; Korn et al. 1996], but general
approaches have also been proposed [Faloutsos and Lin 1995].
3. R-TREES
The R-tree (e.g., Figure 1) [Guttman 1984] is an object hierarchy in the
form of a balanced structure inspired by the B1-tree [Comer 1979]. Each
R-tree node contains an array of (key, pointer) entries where key is a
hyper-rectangle that minimally bounds the data objects in the subtree
pointed at by pointer. In an R-tree leaf node, the pointer is an object
identifier (e.g., a tuple ID in a relational system), while in a nonleaf node it
is a pointer to a child node on the next lower level. The maximum number
of entries in each node is termed its node capacity or fan-out, and may be
different for leaf and nonleaf nodes. The node capacity is usually chosen
such that a node fills up one disk page (or a small number of them). It
should be clear that the R-tree can be used to index a space of arbitrary
dimension and arbitrary spatial objects rather than just points.
As described above, an R-tree leaf node contains a minimal bounding
rectangle and an object identifier for each object in the node, i.e., geometric
descriptions of the objects are stored external to the R-tree itself. Another
possibility is to store the actual object, or its geometric description, in the
ACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. 24, No. 2, June 1999.
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Fig. 1. An R-tree index for a set of nine line segments. (a) Spatial rendering of the line
segments and bounding rectangles; (b) a tree access structure for (a). In the interest of clarity,
the bounding rectangles for the individual line segments are omitted from (a) .

leaf instead of its bounding rectangle. This is usually useful only if the
object representation is relatively small (e.g., similar in size to a bounding
rectangle) and is fixed in length. If all the data about the object (i.e., all its
relevant attributes) are stored in the leaf nodes, the object identifiers need
not be stored. The disadvantage of this approach is that objects will not
have fixed addresses, as some objects must be moved each time an R-tree
node is split.
Several variations of R-trees have been devised, differing in the way
nodes are split or combined during insertion or deletion. In our experiments we make use of a variant called the R*-tree [Beckmann et al. 1990].
It differs from the conventional R-tree in employing more sophisticated
insertion and node-splitting algorithms that attempt to minimize a combination of overlap between bounding rectangles and their total area. In
addition, when R*-tree node p overflows, instead of immediately splitting p ,
the R-tree insertion algorithm first tries to see if some of the entries in p
could possibly fit better in another node. This is achieved by reinserting a
fixed fraction of the entries in p , thus increasing the construction time for
the index, but usually resulting in less node overlap, and therefore in
improved query response time.
4. INCREMENTAL NEAREST NEIGHBOR ALGORITHM
Most algorithms that traverse tree structures in a top-down manner use
some form of depth-first or breadth-first tree traversal. Finding a leaf node
containing a query object q in a spatial index can be done in a depth-first
manner by recursively descending the tree structure. With this method, the
recursion stack keeps track of what nodes have yet to be visited. Having
reached a leaf, we need to be able to extend this technique to find the
nearest object, as the leaf may not actually contain the nearest neighbor.
The problem here is that we have to unwind the recursion to find the
nearest object. Moreover, if we want to find the second nearest object, the
ACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. 24, No. 2, June 1999.
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solution becomes even tougher. With breadth-first traversal, the nodes of
the tree are visited level by level, and a queue is used to keep track of nodes
that have yet to be visited. However, with this technique, a lot of work has
to be done before reaching a leaf node containing q . To resolve the problems
with depth-first and breadth-first traversal, the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm employs what may be termed best-first traversal. When
deciding what node to traverse next, it picks the node with the least
distance in the set of all nodes that have yet to be visited. So that instead of
using a stack or a plain queue to keep track of the nodes to be visited, we
use a priority queue where the distance from the query object is used as a
key. The key feature of our solution is that the objects as well as the nodes
are stored in the priority queue.
This section is organized as follows: In Section 4.1 we specify what
conditions must hold for our incremental nearest neighbor algorithm to be
applicable (e.g., conditions on the index, spatial object types, distance
functions, etc.). In Section 4.2 we present the general incremental nearest
neighbor algorithm in detail. In Section 4.3 we discuss ways to exploit the
particular nature of the R-tree spatial index, while in Section 4.4 we give
an example of the execution of the algorithm on a simple R-tree structure.
Several variants of the algorithm are described in Section 4.5. In Section
4.6 we present some analytical results for the algorithm, while in Section
4.7 we prove its correctness. Finally, in Section 4.8 we show how to deal
with a large priority queue.
4.1 Introduction
Our incremental nearest neighbor algorithm can be applied to virtually any
hierarchical spatial data structure. In fact, it is generally applicable to any
data structure based on hierarchical containment/partitioning (e.g., see
Aoki [1998]). In our description, we assume a tree structure (although our
method is applicable to more general structures), where each tree node
represents some regions of space and where objects (or pointers to them in
an external table) are stored in the leaf nodes whose regions intersect the
objects. In the remainder of this section, we do not make a distinction
between a node and the region that it represents; the meaning should be
clear from the context. A basic requirement for the method to be applicable
is that the region covered by a node must be completely contained within
the region(s) of the parent node(s).1 Examples of structures that satisfy this
requirement include quadtrees [Samet 1990], R-trees [Guttman 1984],
R1-trees [Sellis et al. 1987], LSD-trees [Henrich et al. 1989], and k-d-Btrees [Robinson 1981]. In all these examples, the node region is rectangular, but this is not a requirement. Our algorithm handles the possibility of
an object being represented in more than one leaf node, as in the PMR
quadtree [Nelson and Samet 1986] and R1-tree [Sellis et al. 1987].
1

For structures in which each node can have more than one parent (e.g., the hB-tree [Lomet
and Salzberg 1989] or Partition Fieldtree [Frank and Barrera 1989]), the node region must be
fully contained in the union of the regions of the parent nodes.
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Although we assume in our exposition that each node has only one parent
and that only leaf nodes store objects, the algorithm could easily be adapted
to handle other cases (such as the hB-tree [Lomet and Salzberg 1989] and
the cell tree with oversize shelves [Günther and Noltemeier 1991]).
Observe that the data objects as well as the query objects can be of
arbitrary type (e.g., points, rectangles, polygons, etc.). The only requirement is that consistent distance functions d o and d n be used for calculating
the distance from the query object q to data objects and to nodes, to ensure
that each object is encountered in at least one node that is no farther from
the query object than the object itself; otherwise, the strictly nondecreasing
distances of elements retrieved from the queue cannot be guaranteed.
Consistency can be defined formally as follows: (In the definition, we do not
make any assumptions about the nature of the index hierarchy.)
Definition 1. Let d be the combination of functions d o and d n , and let
e v N denote the fact that item e is contained in exactly the set of nodes N
(i.e., if e is an object, N is the set of leaf nodes referencing the object, and if
e is a node, N is its set of parent nodes).2 The functions d o and d n are
consistent iff for any query object q and any object or node e in the
hierarchical data structure there exists n in N , where e v N , such that
d ~ q, n ! # d ~ q, e ! .
This definition is strictly tied to the hierarchy defined by the data
structure. However, since this hierarchy is influenced by properties of the
node regions and data objects, we can usually recast the definition in terms
of these properties. For example, in spatial data structures the containment of objects in leaf nodes and child nodes in parent nodes is based on
spatial containment; thus the v in the definition also denotes spatial
containment. In other words, e v N means that the union of the node
regions for the nodes in N completely encloses the region covered by the
object or node e . Informally, our definition of consistency means that if p is
the point in e (or, more accurately, in the region that corresponds to it)
closest to q , then p must also be contained in the region covered by some
node in N . Note that since we assume spatial indexes that form a tree
hierarchy (i.e., each nonroot node has exactly one parent), in the case of
nodes the definition above simplifies to the following condition: if n9 is a
child node of node n , then d n ~ q, n ! # d n ~ q, n9 ! .
An easy way to ensure consistency is to base both functions on the same
metric d p ~ p 1 , p 2 ! for points; common choices of metrics include the Euclidean, Manhattan, and Chessboard metrics. We then define d ~ q, e ! :5
minp 1 [q, p 2 [e d p ~ p 1 , p 2 ! , where e is either a spatial object or a node region. It
is important to note that this is not the only way to define consistent

2
In most spatial data structures, each node has only one parent node; the hB-tree is an
exception.
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distance functions. When d is defined based on a metric d p , its consistency
is guaranteed by the properties of d p , specifically, nonnegativity and the
triangle inequality. The nonnegativity property states, among other things,
that d p ~ p, p ! 5 0 , and the triangle inequality states that d p ~ p 1 , p 3 ! #
d p ~ p 1 , p 2 ! 1 d p ~ p 2 , p 3 ! . Since e is spatially contained in N , e and N have
points in common, so their distance is zero. Thus, according to the triangle
inequality, d ~ q, e ! # d ~ q, N ! 1 d ~ N, e ! 5 d ~ q, N ! , using a broad definition of d (to allow d ~ N, e ! , which equals 0). Note that if the distance
functions are defined in this way, the distance from a query object to a node
that intersects it is zero (i.e., it is not equal to the distance to the boundary
of the node region).
The incremental nearest neighbor algorithm works in any number of
dimensions, although the examples we give are restricted to two dimensions. Also, the query object need not be in the space of the dataset.
4.2 Algorithm Description
We first consider a regular recursive top-down traversal of the index to
locate a leaf node containing the query object. Note that there may be more
than one such node. The traversal is initiated with the root node of the
spatial index (i.e., the node spanning the whole index space) as the second
argument.
FINDLEAF(QueryObject, Node)
if QueryObject is in node Node then
if Node is a leaf node then
Report leaf node Node
else
for each Child of node Node do
FINDLEAF(QueryObject, Child)
enddo
endif
endif

The first task is to extend the algorithm to find the object nearest to the
query object. In particular, once a leaf node containing QueryObject has
been found in line 3, we could start by examining the objects contained in
that node. However, the object closest to the query object might reside in
another node. Finding that node may in fact require unwinding the
recursion to the top and descending again, deeper into the tree. Furthermore, once that node has been found, it does not aid in finding the next
nearest object.
To resolve this dilemma, we replace the recursion stack of the regular
top-down traversal with a priority queue. In addition to using the priority
queue for nodes, objects are also put on the queue as leaf nodes are
processed. The key used to order the elements on the queue is distance
from the query object. In order to distinguish between two elements at
equal distances from the query object, we adopt the convention that nodes
are ordered before objects, while objects are ordered according to some
arbitrary (but unique) rule. This secondary ordering makes it possible to
ACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. 24, No. 2, June 1999.
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Fig. 2. The circle around query object q depicts the search region after reporting o as next
nearest object. For simplicity, the leaf nodes are represented by a grid; in most spatial
indexes, the shapes of the leaf nodes are more irregular than in a grid. Only the shaded leaf
nodes are accessed by the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm. The region with darker
shading is where we find the objects in the priority queue.

avoid reporting an object more than once, which is necessary when using a
disjoint decomposition, e.g., a PMR quadtree [Nelson and Samet 1986] or
an R1-tree [Sellis et al. 1987], in which nonpoint objects may be associated
with more than one node.
A node is not examined until it reaches the head of the queue. At this
time, all nodes and objects closer to the query object have been examined.
Initially, the node spanning the whole index space is the sole element in
the priority queue. At subsequent steps, the element at the head of the
queue (i.e., the closest element not yet examined) is retrieved, and this is
repeated until the queue has been emptied. Informally, we can visualize
the progress of the algorithm for a query object q as follows, when q is a
point (see Figure 2). We start by locating the leaf node(s) containing q .
Next, imagine a circle centered at q being expanded from a starting radius
of 0; we call this circle the search region. Each time the circle hits the
boundary of a node region, the contents of that node are put on the queue,
and each time the circle hits an object, we have found the object next
nearest to q . Note that when the circle hits a node or an object, we are
guaranteed that the node or object is already in the priority queue, since
the node that contains it must already have been hit (this is guaranteed by
the consistency condition).
Figure 3 presents the algorithm. Lines 1–2 initialize the queue. Notice
that it is not really necessary to provide the correct distance when enqueueing the root node, since it will always be dequeued first. In line 9, the next
closest object is reported. At that point, some other routine (such as a query
engine) can take control, possibly resuming the algorithm at a later time to
get the next closest object, or alternately terminating it if no more objects
are desired.
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Fig. 3.

Incremental nearest neighbor algorithm.

Recall that for some types of spatial indexes, a spatial object may span
several nodes. In such a case, the algorithm must guard against objects
being reported more than once [Aref and Samet 1992]. The test (i.e., the if
statement) in line 12 ensures that objects that have already been reported
are not put on the queue again. (Note that this test is not needed in the
case when Element is a nonleaf node, as it holds implicitly by the assumption that child nodes are fully contained in their parent nodes.) For this to
work properly, nodes must be retrieved from the queue before spatial
objects at the same distance. Otherwise, an object may be retrieved from
the queue before a node n containing it, that is, at the same distance from
the query object (this means that the object was contained in another node
that was already dequeued). Then, when the object is encountered again in
node n , there is no way of knowing that it was already reported. The loop in
lines 6 – 8 eliminates duplicate instances of an object from the queue. By
inducing an ordering on objects that are at the same distance from the
query object, all of the instances of an object will be clustered at the front of
the queue when the first instance reaches the front.
We explicitly check for duplicates in this manner because for many
priority queue implementations (e.g., binary heap), it is not efficient to
detect duplicates among the queue elements, as these implementations
only maintain a partial among the elements. A possible alternative is to use
a priority queue implementation that maintains a total order among all the
queue elements (e.g., a balanced binary tree), and thus is able to detect
duplicates efficiently.
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4.3 Adapting to R-trees
In this section we demonstrate how to adapt the general incremental
algorithm, presented above, to R-trees by exploiting some of their unique
properties. If the spatial objects are stored external to the R-tree, such that
leaf nodes contain only bounding rectangles for objects, then this adaptation leads to a considerably more efficient (and conceptually different)
incremental algorithm. This enables the bounding rectangles to be used as
pruning devices, thereby reducing the disk I/O needed to access the spatial
descriptions of the objects. In addition, R-trees store each object just once,
making it unnecessary to worry about reporting an object more than once.
This also removes the need to enforce the secondary ordering on the
priority queue used by the general algorithm (see Section 4.2).
The inputs to the R-tree incremental nearest neighbor algorithm are a
query object q and an R-tree R containing a set of spatial data objects. As
with the general incremental nearest neighbor algorithm, the data objects
as well as the query object may be of any dimension and of arbitrary type
(e.g., points, rectangles, polygons, etc.), as long as consistent distance
functions are used for calculating the distance from q to data objects and
bounding rectangles. In the case of an R-tree, this means that if e is a data
object or a rectangle completely contained in rectangle r , then d ~ q, r ! #
d ~ q, e ! .
The general algorithm can be used virtually unchanged if object geometry is stored in the R-tree leaf nodes, the only changes being the ones
already described. If the spatial objects are stored external to the R-tree,
the primary difference from the general algorithm is in the use of the
bounding rectangles stored in the leaf nodes. To exploit that information, a
third type of queue element is introduced: an object bounding rectangle.
The distance of an object bounding rectangle is never greater than the
distance of the object, provided the distance functions used are consistent.
Informally, the modifications to the algorithm are as follows: When an
R-tree leaf is being processed in the main loop of the algorithm, instead of
computing the real distances of the objects, the distances of their bounding
boxes are computed and inserted into the queue. Only when an object’s
bounding box is retrieved from the queue is the actual distance computed.
If the object is closer to the query object than the next element on the
priority queue, it can be reported as the next nearest neighbor. Otherwise,
the object is inserted into the queue with its real distance.
Figure 4 shows our algorithm. In lines 1–2, the queue is initialized. In
line 9, the next closest object is reported. In line 7, an object p is enqueued
with its real distance as the key after it has been determined that there are
elements on the queue with a key less than the real distance from p to the
query object q . If there are no such elements, p is reported as the next
nearest object. Line 13 enqueues an object bounding rectangle; brackets
around Object signal that it is not the object itself but is instead the
bounding rectangle along with a pointer to the corresponding object. The
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Fig. 4. Incremental nearest neighbor algorithm for an R-tree where spatial objects are stored
external to the R-tree.

general incremental nearest neighbor algorithm had an extra test at this
point to guard against reporting duplicates, but that is not needed here.
The R-tree variant given above can be used for any spatial data structure
method that separates the storage of bounding rectangles and the actual
geometric descriptions of objects. For complex objects, for example polygons, one can even conceive of several levels of refinement, e.g., with the
use of orthogonal polygons [Esperança and Samet 1997].
4.4 Example
As an example, suppose that we want to find the three nearest neighbors to
query point q in the R-tree given in Figure 1, where the spatial objects are
line segments stored external to the R-tree. Below, we show the steps of the
algorithm and the contents of the priority queue. The algorithm must
compute the distances between q and the line segments and bounding
rectangles. These distances are given in Table I (BR means bounding
rectangle). They are based on an arbitrary coordinate system and are
approximate. When depicting the contents of the priority queue, the line
segments and bounding rectangles are listed with their distances, in
increasing order of distance, with ties broken using alphabetical ordering.
Bounding rectangles of objects are denoted by the corresponding object
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Distances of Line segments and Bounding Rectangles from the Query Point q in
the R-Tree of Figure 1.

Seg.

Dist.

BR Dist.

BR

Dist.

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i

17
48
57
59
48
86
81
17
21

13
27
53
30
45
74
74
17
0

R0
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6

0
0
0
13
11
0
44

names embedded in brackets (e.g., [h]). The algorithm starts by enqueueing R0, after which it executes the following steps:
(1) Dequeue R0, enqueue R1 and R2. Queue: {(R1,0), (R2,0)}.
(2) Dequeue R1, enqueue R3 and R4. Queue: {(R2,0), (R4,11), (R3,13)}.
(3) Dequeue R2, enqueue R5 and R6. Queue: {(R5,0), (R4,11), (R3,13),
(R6,44)}.
(4) Dequeue R5, enqueue [c] and [i] (i.e., the bounding rectangles of c
and i). Queue: {([i],0), (R4,11), (R3,13), (R6,44), ([c],53)}.
(5) Dequeue [i]. The distance of i is 21, which is larger than the distance
of R4, so enqueue i. Queue: {(R4,11), (R3,13), (i,21), (R6,44),
([c],53)}.
(6) Dequeue R4, and enqueue [d], [g], and [h]. Queue: {(R3,13),
([h],17), (i,21), ([d],30), (R6,44), ([c],53), ([g],74)}.
(7) Dequeue R3, enqueue [a] and [b]. Queue: {([a],13), ([h],17),
(i,21), ([b],27), ([d],30), (R6,44), ([c],53), ([g],74)}.
(8) Dequeue [a]. The distance of a is 17, which is not larger than the
distance of [h], so a is reported as nearest neighbor. Queue:
{([h],17), (i,21), ([b],27), ([d],30), (R6,44), ([c],53), ([g],74)}.
(9) Dequeue [h]. The distance of h is 17, which is not larger than the
distance of i, so h is reported as second nearest neighbor. Queue:
{(i,21), ([b],27), ([d],30), (R6,44), ([c],53), ([g],74)}.
(10) Dequeue i and report it as third nearest neighbor.
Observe that node R6 is left on the priority queue at the end of the
execution. This corresponds to the k -nearest neighbor algorithm not being
invoked on that node (see Section 5.2). For larger examples, the incremental algorithm will generally achieve more pruning than the k -nearest
neighbor algorithm, but never less.
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Also note that once the nearest neighbor was found, the second and third
nearest neighbors were obtained with very little additional work. This is
often the case with the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm, regardless
of the underlying spatial index. In other words, once the nearest neighbor
is found, the next few nearest neighbors can be retrieved with virtually no
additional work.
4.5 Variants
With relatively minor modifications, the incremental nearest neighbor
algorithm can be used to find the farthest object from the query object. In
this case, the queue elements are sorted in decreasing order of their
distances. This is not enough, though, since objects or nodes contained in a
node n are generally at larger distances from the query object q than n is.
This means that elements are enqueued with larger keys than the node
they are contained in, which breaks the condition that elements are
dequeued in decreasing order of distance. Instead, the key used for a node
n on the queue must be an upper bound on the distance from q to an object
in the subtree at n , e.g., d max~ q, n ! 5 maxp[n d p ~ q, p ! . The function implementing d max must satisfy a consistency condition similar to that defined
above for d n ; the only difference is that for d max, we replace # in the
condition by $ .
Another extension to the algorithm is to allow a minimum and a
maximum to be imposed on the distances of objects that are reported.
However, in order to effectively utilize a minimum, the distance function
d max defined above is needed. A node n is then put on the queue only if
d max~ q, n ! is greater or equal to the minimum desired distance. Notice that,
in this case, the algorithm performs a spatial selection operation in
addition to the ranking.
Figure 5 gives a version of the algorithm with these two extensions
added. The arguments Min and Max specify the minimum and maximum
desired distances, and DoFarthest is a Boolean variable that is true when
the farthest object is desired. In the latter case, negative distances are used
as keys for the priority queue, so that elements get sorted in decreasing
order of distance. The condition KeySign~ d 2 e ! $ 0 in line 19 of Figure 5
encompasses the conditions d $ e and d # e , to show when DoFarthest is
false or true, respectively. In line 16, the key of the leaf node is assigned to
e . This is the minimum or maximum distance of the node, depending on the
value of DoFarthest. The reason for multiplying the key by KeySign in line
16 is to cancel out the effect of multiplying the value of d by KeySign in line
33, which makes it negative when looking for the farthest objects.
A powerful way of extending the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm
is to combine it with other spatial queries and/or restrictions on the objects
or nodes. As an example, the algorithm can be combined with a range query
by checking each object and node against the range prior to inserting it
onto the priority queue, and rejecting those that do not fall in the range.
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Enhanced incremental nearest neighbor algorithm.

Many such combined queries can be obtained by manipulating the distance
functions so that they return special values for objects and nodes that
should be rejected.
The incremental nearest neighbor algorithm can clearly be used to solve
the traditional k -nearest neighbor problem, i.e., given k and a query object
q find the k nearest neighbors of q . This is done by simply retrieving k
neighbors with the algorithm and terminating once they have all been
determined.
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4.6 Analysis
Performing a comprehensive theoretical analysis of the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm is complicated, especially for high-dimensional
spaces. Prior work in this area is limited to the case where both the data
objects and the query object are points [Berchtold et al. 1997; Henrich
1994]. A number of simplifying assumptions were made, e.g., that the data
objects are uniformly distributed in the data space. In this section, we
discuss some of the issues involved, and sketch a rudimentary analysis for
two-dimensional points, based on the one in [Henrich 1994].
We wish to analyze the situation after finding the k nearest neighbors.
Let o be the k th nearest neighbor of the query object q , and let r be the
distance of o from q . The region within distance r from q is called the
search region. Since we assume that q is a point, the search region is a
circle (or a hypersphere in higher dimensions) with radius r . Figure 2
depicts this scenario. Observe that all objects inside the search region have
already been reported by the algorithm (as the next nearest object), while
all nodes intersecting the search region have been examined and their
contents put on the priority queue. A further insight can be obtained about
the contents of the priority queue by noting that if n is a node that is
completely inside the search region, all nodes and objects in the subtree
rooted at n have already been taken off the queue. Thus all elements on the
priority queue are contained in nodes intersecting the boundary of the
search region (the dark shaded region in Figure 2).
Before proceeding any further, we point out that the algorithm does not
access any nodes or objects that lie entirely outside the search region (i.e.,
that are farther from q than o is). This follows directly from the queue
order and consistency conditions. In particular, the elements are retrieved
from the priority queue in order of distance, and the consistency conditions
guarantee that we never insert elements into the queue with smaller
distances than that of the element last dequeued. Conversely, any algorithm that uses a spatial index must visit all the nodes that intersect the
search region; otherwise, it may miss some objects that are closer to the
query object than o . Thus we have established that the algorithm visits the
minimal number of nodes necessary for finding the k th nearest neighbor.
This can be characterized by saying that the algorithm is optimal with
respect to the structure of the spatial index. However, this does not mean
that the algorithm is optimal with respect to the nearest neighbor problem;
how close the algorithm comes to being optimal in this respect depends on
the spatial index.
Generally, two steps are needed to derive performance measures for the
incremental nearest neighbor algorithm. First, the expected area of the
search region is determined. Then, based on the expected area of the search
region and an assumed distribution of the locations and sizes of the leaf
nodes, we can derive such measures as the expected number of leaf nodes
accessed by the algorithm (i.e., intersected by the search region) or the
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expected number of objects in the priority queue. Henrich [1994] describes
one such approach, which uses a number of simplifying assumptions. In
particular, it assumes N uniformly distributed data points in the twodimensional interval @ 0,1 # 3 @ 0, 1 # , the leaf nodes are assumed to form a
grid at the lowest level of the spatial index with average occupancy of c
points, and the search region is assumed to be completely contained in the
data space. Since we assume uniformly distributed points, the expected
area of the search region is k/N and the expected area of the leaf node
regions is c/N . The area of a circle of radius r is p r 2 , so for the search
region we have p r 2 5 k/N , which means that its radius is r 5 k/ ~ p N ! .
The leaf node regions are squares, so their side length is s 5 c/N .
Henrich [1994] points out that the number of leaf node regions intersected
by the boundary of the search region is the same as that intersected by the
boundary of its circumscribed square. Each of the four sides of the circumscribed square intersects  2r/s  # 2r/s leaf node regions. Since each two
adjacent sides intersect the same leaf node region at a corner of the square,
the expected number of leaf node regions intersected by the search region is
bounded by

Î
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It is reasonable to assume that, on the average, half of the c points in these
leaf nodes are inside the search region, while half are outside. Thus the
expected number of points remaining in the priority queue (the points in
the dark shaded region in Figure 2) is at most
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The number of points inside the search region (the light shaded region in
Figure 2) is k . Thus the expected number of points in leaf nodes intersected
by the search region is at most k 1 2.26 ck 2 2c . Since each leaf node
contains c points, the expected number of leaf nodes that were accessed to
get these points is bounded by k/c 1 2.26 k/c 2 2 .
To summarize, the expected number of leaf node accesses is O ~ k 1 k !
and the expected number of objects in the priority queue is O ~ k ! .
Intuitively, the “extra work” done by the algorithm comes from the boundary of the search region. Roughly speaking, the k term in the expected
number of leaf node accesses accounts for the leaf nodes completely inside
the search region, while the k term accounts for the leaf nodes intersected
by the boundary of the search region. The points on the priority queue lie
outside the search region (since otherwise they would have been taken off
the queue), but inside leaf nodes intersected by the boundary of the search
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region. If the average leaf node occupancy and average node fan-out are
fairly high (say 50 or more), the number of leaf node accesses dominates the
number of nonleaf node accesses, and the number of objects on the priority
queue greatly exceeds the number of nodes on the queue. Thus we can
approximate the total number of node accesses and total number of priority
queue elements by the number of leaf node accesses and the number of
objects on the priority queue. However, the traversal from the root of the
spatial index to a leaf node containing the query object adds an O ~ logN !
term to both of these measures.
If the spatial index is disk-based, the cost of disk accesses is likely to
dominate the cost of priority queue operations. However, if the spatial
index is memory-based, the priority queue operations are the single largest
cost factor for the algorithm. In typical priority queue implementations
(e.g., binary heap), the cost of each insertion and deletion operation is
O ~ logm ! where m is the size of the priority queue. The number of objects
inserted into the priority queue is O ~ k 1 k ! , each for a cost of O ~ log k !
(since the expected size is bounded by O ~ k ! ), for a total cost of O ~ k 1
k ! z O ~ log k ! 5 O ~ klogk ! (again, if we take the nonleaf nodes into
account, the formulas become more complicated).
The analysis we have outlined is based on assumptions that generally do
not hold in practice. In particular, the data is rarely uniformly distributed
and the search region often extends beyond the data space. Nevertheless,
our analysis allows fairly close predictions of actual behavior for twodimensional point data, even when these assumptions do not hold. For
higher dimensions, the situation is somewhat more complicated. A detailed
analysis in that context is presented in Berchtold et al. [1997].

Î

Î

Î
Î

Î

4.7 Correctness
Let us turn to the correctness of the algorithm in Figure 3. We ignore for
the moment the issue of reporting an object more than once. Given a data
object o , define its ancestor set, denoted A ~ o ! , to include o itself, leaf nodes
n that contain o for which d o ~ q, o ! $ d n ~ q, n ! (at least one such node is
guaranteed to exist by the consistency of the distance functions), and all
ancestors n9 of n . Applied recursively, the consistency property ensures
that d o ~ q, o ! $ d n ~ q, n9 ! . The elements in A ~ o ! can be interpreted as
representing the object o . The following theorem guarantees that an
unreported object always has a representative on the queue. This directly
implies that every object will eventually be reported, since only bounded
numbers of objects and nodes are ever put on the queue.
THEOREM 1. Let R be the set of objects already reported, and Q the set of
elements on the queue. The following is an invariant for the outer whileloop of INCNEAREST: For each object o in SpatialIndex, we have A ~ o ! ù ~ Q
ø R ! Þ À (i.e., at least one element in A ~ o ! is in Q or in R ).
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PROOF. We prove the theorem for an arbitrary object o by induction.
Since we choose o arbitrarily, the proof holds for all objects. The induction
is on the number of loop executions. If we can show that the invariant holds
before the first execution and that no loop execution falsifies it (i.e., it does
not hold after the execution of the loop, assuming that it held before the
execution), then we have shown that the invariant always holds. Clearly, it
holds initially, as the only element on the queue is the root node of
SpatialIndex, and the root is an ancestor of all nodes, and thus is in A ~ o !
for o .
Now assume that the invariant holds at the beginning of an execution of
the while-loop. We show that it also holds at the end of it. If o [ R (i.e., o
has been reported), the invariant trivially holds, as o will not be affected
during loop execution. Otherwise, by the assumption that the invariant
holds, there exists some a [ A ~ o ! such that a [ Q . The invariant is
unaffected if the next element to be dequeued is not a , so let us assume
that a will be dequeued next.
If a 5 o , then o is subsequently reported, thereby moving from Q to R ,
and the invariant is maintained. If a is a node, we consider the case of a
leaf and nonleaf node separately:
(1) If a is a leaf node, the for-loop at line 11 enqueues all objects with a
distance from q of at least d n ~ q, a ! (i.e., at least DIST ~ QueryObject,
Element! ). Since o is stored in a (recall that a [ A ~ o ! ), and since
d o ~ q, o ! $ d n ~ q, a ! , by construction of A ~ o ! , o is indeed put on the
queue.
(2) If a is a nonleaf node, then all its child nodes are enqueued. Since a is
in A ~ o ! , i.e., a is an ancestor of a leaf node n that contains o , at least
one of the child nodes of a is in A ~ o ! , maintaining the invariant.
So we see that for both leaf and nonleaf nodes, at least one of the
enqueued elements is in A ~ o ! . Thus the invariant is maintained for object
o . Since o was chosen arbitrarily, we have shown that the invariant holds
for all objects. e
As mentioned, the theorem guarantees that an unreported object always
has a representative on the queue. Since elements are retrieved from the
queue in order of distance and all elements in A ~ o ! are no farther from the
query point than o , at some point o will be put on the queue and eventually
reported. Also, when o is reported, it is indeed the next closest object to q .
If not, then there exists an unreported object o9 closer to q . However, since
all representatives of o9 are also closer to q than o is, at least one of them
will be dequeued before o , contradicting the assumption that o was most
recently dequeued.
The correctness of the duplicate removal (lines 6-8 in Figure 3) follows
directly from the ordering imposed on the priority queue. Thus the only
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Fig. 6. An example of an R-tree of points with node capacity of 8, showing a worst case for
nearest neighbor search.

way an object can be reported more than once is if it is inserted again into
the queue after it is reported. However, this is avoided by the test in line
12, and the fact that nodes are always processed before objects at the same
distance from the query object.
4.8 Priority Queue
The cost of priority queue operations plays a role in the performance of the
incremental nearest neighbor algorithm. The larger the queue size, the
more costly each operation becomes. If the queue gets too large to fit in
memory, its contents must be stored in a disk-based structure instead of
memory, making each operation even more costly. An example of the worst
case of the queue size for the R-tree incremental nearest neighbor algorithm arises when all leaf nodes are within distance d from the query
object q , while all data objects are farther away from q than d . This is
shown in Figure 6, where the query object as well as the data objects are
points. In this case, all leaf nodes must be processed by the incremental
algorithm, and all data objects must be inserted into the priority queue
before the nearest neighbor can be determined. Note that any nearest
neighbor algorithm that uses this R-tree has to visit all the leaf nodes,
since the nearest neighbor is farther away from the query object than all
the leaf nodes, and there is no other way to make sure that we have seen
the nearest neighbor. Furthermore, note that a worst case like that
depicted in Figure 6 is highly unlikely to arise in practice, since it depends
on a particular configuration of both the data objects and the query object.
As pointed out in Section 4.6, the objects on the priority queue are
contained in leaf nodes intersected by the boundary of the search region.
For two-dimensional uniformly distributed data points, we mentioned that
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the expected number of points in the priority queue when finding the k
nearest neighbors is O ~ k ! . Even if k is as large as several hundred million
(of course, the data set has to be even larger than k ), the size of the priority
queue can still be manageably kept in memory. However, more complex
objects than points and very skewed data distributions may cause larger
proportions of the objects to be inserted into the priority queue. Moreover,
as the number of dimensions grows, the size of the priority queue as a
function of k tends to get larger (see Section 7). So we must be prepared to
deal with a very large priority queue.
In cases where the priority queue exceeds the size of available memory it
must be stored in whole or in part in a disk-resident structure. One
possibility is to use a B-tree structure to store the entire contents of the
priority queue. With proper buffer management, we should be able to
arrange that the B-tree nodes that store elements with smaller distances
(which are dequeued early) will be kept in memory. However, we believe
that when the priority queue actually fits in memory, using B-trees is
considerably slower than using fast heap-based approaches [Fredman et al.
1986], since the B-tree must expend more work on maintaining the queue
elements in fully sorted order. In contrast, heap methods impose a much
looser structure on the elements. A hybrid scheme for storing the priority
queue, where a portion of the priority queue is kept in memory and a
portion is kept on disk, seems more appropriate.
A simple way to implement a hybrid memory/disk-based priority queue is
to partition the queue elements based on distance. We outline how this can
be done below. The contents of the priority queue are split into three tiers.
The first tier is kept in a memory-based heap structure, while the second
and third tiers are kept in a disk file (the difference is that a little more
structure is imposed on the contents of the second tier). Let D 0 , D 1 , D 2 ,
. . . , D m be some monotonically increasing sequence, where D 0 5 0 and
D m is an upper bound on the largest possible distance from the query object
q to a data object (e.g., the distance from q to the farthest corner of the
data space). We use the sequence to define ranges of distance, and associate
different ranges with the various tiers. When a new element with a
distance of r from the query object is inserted into the priority queue, that
element gets added to the tier whose associated distance range matches r .
Initially, tier 1 is associated with the distance range @ D 0 , D 1 ! , i.e., queue
elements in this range are stored in the memory-based heap structure; tier
2 with the range @ D 1 , D p ! ; and tier 3 with the range @ D p11 , D m ! . The
contents of tier 2 are divided into p ranges, @ D 1 , D 2 ! , @ D 2 , D 3 ! , . . . ,
@ D p , D p11 ! . The value of p depends on how many ranges it is cost-effective
to maintain, but it can be as high as m . When tier 1 is exhausted, we move
the elements in distance range @ D 1 , D 2 ! from tier 2 to tier 1 and associate
tier 1 with that distance range. The next time tier 1 is exhausted, we move
elements in distance range @ D 2 , D 3 ! into tier 1, and so on. If this happens
often enough, we will eventually exhaust tier 2. When this happens, we

Î
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scan the entire contents of tier 3 and rebuild tiers 1 and 2 with new ranges.
Note that moving elements from tier 3 to tier 2 only when tier 2 is
exhausted, rather than each time tier 1 is exhausted, reduces the number
of scans of tier 3, which may contain a large number of elements.
In general, when the distance of the elements at the head of the priority
queue is in the range @ D i , D i11 ! for some i 5 0, . . . , m , i.e., all neighbors
with distances less than D i from q have already been reported; tier 1 is
associated with the range @ D i , D i11 ! ; tier 2 with the range @ D i11 , D i1s11 ! ;
and tier 3 with the range @ D i1s12 , D m ! , where s 5 p 2 ~ i mod p ! . We keep
the elements in tier 2 in a set of linked lists, one for each interval @ D j ,
D j11 ! where j 5 i 1 1, . . . , i 1 s . In order to save on disk I/Os, we can
associate a buffer with each of these linked lists and group elements into
pages of fixed size. An alternative to using linked lists within the same file
is to use a separate file for each range. Also, rather than associating range
@ D i11 , D i1s11 ! with tier 2, we can associate with it the entire range @ D i11 ,
D i1p11 ! , so that newly inserted elements in that range get inserted into tier
2 rather than tier 3. However, we still do not want to scan tier 3 each time
we exhaust tier 1, so tier 3 will also contain elements in the range
@ D i1s11 , D i1p11 ! . These elements get moved into tier 2 when tier 3 gets
scanned next, which happens when i mod p 5 0 .
A variation of this technique is to use an additional tier, between tier 1
and tier 2, in which elements are stored in an unsorted list in memory. The
idea is that because we limit the size of the memory-based heap, the
insertion and deletion operations on it are less expensive. Keeping the new
tier 2 in memory, but outside the heap, makes it inexpensive to add
elements to it (i.e., this does not require disk I/Os). Moreover, if only a
small number of neighbors is requested, the elements in tier 2 will never
need to be placed on the heap.
The remaining question is how to choose the sequence D 0 , D 1 , D 2 , . . . ,
D m . A naive way is to simply guess some distance threshold D T , and then
set D i 5 i z D T . Alternatively, we can assume some data distribution and
use it to derive an appropriate sequence. For example, recall from Section 4
that under the assumptions made there, the expected number of leaf nodes
intersected by the boundary of a search region of radius r is bounded by
4 ~ 2r/s 2 1 ! , where s 5 c/N is the expected side length of each leaf node
region. Again, assuming that half of the points in these nodes (i.e., c/ 2 ) are
outside the search region, the expected number of points on the priority
queue is at most ~ c/ 24 !~ 2r/s 2 1 ! 5 2c ~ 2r/s 2 1 ! . Assuming that we
have space in memory for M priority queue elements means that D i must
satisfy the equation i z M 5 2c ~ 2D i /s 2 1 ! , so that

Î

Di 5

izM
2c

1 1/ 2 z s.
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Of course, this derivation is based on assumptions that do not generally
hold in practice. Nevertheless, for two-dimensional points, it should work
fairly well in practice. Moreover, it gives an indication of how to obtain
such a sequence for other ways of analyzing the size of the priority queue.
5. k -NEAREST NEIGHBOR SEARCH IN R-TREES
An alternative approach to nearest neighbor search in R-trees was proposed by Roussopoulos et al. [1995]. This approach is applicable when
finding the k nearest neighbors where k is fixed in advance. This is in
contrast to the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm, where k does not
have to be fixed in advance. The key idea of the k -nearest neighbor
algorithm is to maintain a global list of the candidate k nearest neighbors
as the R-tree is traversed in a depth-first manner. As we will see, the fact
that the k -nearest neighbor algorithm employs a pure depth-first traversal
means that at any step the algorithm can only make local decisions about
which node to visit (i.e., the next node to visit must be a child node of the
current node), whereas our incremental nearest neighbor algorithm makes
global decisions based on the contents of the priority queue (i.e., it can
choose among the child nodes of all nodes that have already been visited).
In this section we first describe a somewhat simplified version of the
k -nearest neighbor algorithm of Roussopoulos et al. [1995] and show an
example of its execution. Next, we prove that our simplified version is in
fact equivalent to the algorithm proposed by Roussopoulos et al. [1995]:
Both versions visit the same nodes in the R-tree. Finally, we show how the
k -nearest neighbor algorithm can be transformed in a sequence of steps
into an incremental algorithm.
5.1 Algorithm Description
In the k -nearest neighbor algorithm [Roussopoulos et al. 1995], the R-tree
is traversed in a depth-first manner. The complications mentioned in
Section 4 in performing nearest neighbor search with a depth-first traversal are overcome by maintaining a list of the candidate k nearest
neighbors. In particular, once we reach a leaf node containing the query
object, we insert the contents of that node into the candidate list, and
unwind the recursive traversal of the tree. Once the candidate list contains
k members, the largest distance of any of its members from the query
object can be used to prune the search.
Figure 7 shows the k -nearest neighbor algorithm, where NearestList
denotes the list of the k candidate nearest neighbors and NearestList.MaxDist denotes the largest distance from the query object of any of the
members of NearestList; if NearestList contains fewer than k members, this
distance is taken to be ` . When an object is inserted into NearestList in
line 4 of KNEARESTTRAVERSAL, an existing member is replaced if the list
already contains k members. In particular, we replace the member that is
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Fig. 7.

k -nearest neighbor algorithm.

farthest from the query object (i.e., the one at distance NearestList.MaxDist). Before inserting an object into NearestList, we first make sure that
its distance from the query object is smaller than NearestList.MaxDist (line
3 of KNEARESTTRAVERSAL). Note that NearestList.MaxDist decreases monotonically as more objects are inserted into the list, since we always replace
objects with objects closer to the query object.
In KNEARESTTRAVERSAL, if Node is a nonleaf node, its child nodes are
visited in order of distance from the query object. This is done by building
the list ActiveBranchList of the entries in Node and sorting it by distance
from the query object (see Section 5.3 for different ways of defining this
order). Next, we iterate through the list (in the sorted order) and recursively invoke KNEARESTTRAVERSAL on the child nodes. Once the distance of
Child from the query object is larger than NearestList.MaxDist, we ignore
Child and the rest of the entries in ActiveBranchList. We do this because
no object in the subtree of Child (or the remaining entries in ActiveBranchList) will be inserted into NearestList.
The difference between the k -nearest neighbor algorithm in Figure 7 and
the original presentation of Roussopoulos et al. [1995] is in the treatment of
ActiveBranchList. We use only one pruning strategy to eliminate entries
from consideration, by comparing their distances to NearestList.MaxDist,
while Roussopoulos et al. [1995] identify two other pruning strategies.
However, in Section 5.3 we show that the other two pruning strategies do
not in fact allow any more pruning than the one we use.
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If the objects are stored outside the R-tree (i.e., the R-tree leaf nodes
contain bounding rectangles and object references), a minor optimization
can be made in line 4 of KNEARESTTRAVERSAL. We first compute the
distance from the query object to the bounding rectangle. Only if this
distance is less than NearestList.MaxDist, do we compute the real distance
from Object to the query object. Otherwise, Object is not accessed, thereby
potentially saving a disk I/O, as in this scenario the objects are stored
outside the R-tree. Recall that d ~ q, r ! # d ~ q, o ! if r is a bounding rectangle of the object o , i.e., the distance of o from q is never less than the
distance of r from q .
In Roussopoulos et al. [1995] it is suggested that a sorted buffer be used
to store NearestList. However, we found that for large values of k , the
manipulation of NearestList started to become a major factor in the
execution time of the algorithm. So we replaced the sorted buffer with a
simple priority queue structure, sorted in decreasing order of distance,
thereby making it easy to replace the farthest object.
5.2 Example
As an example of the algorithm, we describe its use in finding the three
nearest neighbors to query point q in the R-tree given in Figure 1. We show
the algorithm steps and the contents of the ActiveBranchLists and of
NearestList. The example makes use of the distances between q and the
line segments and bounding rectangles given in Table I. An invocation with
node x is denoted k -NN(x ). We start by applying it to the root of the R-tree,
R0. Next, we describe the subsequent invocations of the algorithm. Each of
the line segment elements in NearestList is listed along with its distance
from q. In our specification of NearestList, we also list the maximum
distance for pruning (i.e., NearestList.MaxDist). Initially, NearestList is
empty and the maximum distance is ` .
(1) k -NN(R0): ActiveBranchList for R0 is (R1, R2).
(a) k -NN(R1): ActiveBranchList for R1 is (R4, R3).
(i) k -NN(R4): insert d, g, h on NearestList: {(h,17), (d,59), (g,81):
81}.
(ii) k -NN(R3): insert a, b in NearestList (replacing d, g): {(h,17),
(a,17), (b,48): 48}.
(b) k -NN(R2): ActiveBranchList for R2 is (R5, R6).
(i) k -NN(R5): i replaces b, but c is too distant: {(h,17), (a,17),
(i,21): 21}.
(ii) k -NN(R6): this invocation does not occur, as the distance of R6
from q is $ 21 .
The final contents of NearestList is {(h,17), (a,17), (i,21)}, which is
returned as the list of the three nearest neighbors of q.
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Fig. 8. An example of MINDIST (solid line) and MINMAXDIST (broken line) for a bounding
rectangle r . The distance of the object o from q is bounded from below by MINDIST~ q, r ! and
from above by MINMAXDIST~ q, r ! . Notice that in (b) point b is closer to q than point a , while
this is not the case in (a).

5.3 Node Ordering and Metrics
The ordering used to sort the elements in ActiveBranchList in Figure 7 can be
based on various metrics for measuring the distances between QueryObject
and the elements’ bounding rectangles. Two such metrics are considered by
Roussopoulos et al. [1995], MINDIST and MINMAXDIST. For bounding rectangle
r of node n , MINDIST~ q, r ! is the minimum possible distance from q to an
object in the subtree rooted at n , while MINMAXDIST~ q, r ! is the maximum
distance from q at which an object in the subtree rooted at n is guaranteed to
be found (i.e., it is the minimum of the maximum distances at which an object
can be found). MINDIST and MINMAXDIST are calculated by using the geometry
(i.e., position and size) of the bounding rectangle r of node n and do not require
examining the actual contents of n . A more precise definition is given as
follows. MINDIST~ q, r ! is the distance from q to the closest point on the
boundary of r (not necessarily a corner), while MINMAXDIST~ q, r ! is the
distance from q to the closest corner of r that is “adjacent” to the corner
farthest from q . Figure 8 shows two examples of the calculation of MINDIST
and MINMAXDIST, which are shown with a solid and a broken line, respectively. Notice that for the bounding rectangle in Figure 8a, the distance from q
to a is less than the distance from q to b , thereby accounting for the value of
MINMAXDIST being equal to the former rather than the latter, while the
opposite is true for Figure 8b. In some sense, the two orderings represent the
optimistic (MINDIST) and the pessimistic (MINMAXDIST) choice. To see this,
observe that if r 1 and r 2 are minimum bounding rectangles in order of
increasing value of MINDIST (i.e., MINDIST~ q, r 1 ! # MINDIST~ q, r 2 ! ), then, at
best, r 1 contains an object o 1 at a distance close to its MINDIST value, such that
DIST~ q, o 1 ! # MINDIST~ q, r 2 ! ; but this need not hold, as r 2 may contain an
object closer to q . If r 1 and r 2 are in order of increasing MINMAXDIST value, on
the other hand, then in the worst case, the object in r 1 nearest to q is at
distance MINMAXDIST~ q, r 1 ! , which is no larger than MINMAXDIST~ q, r 2 ! .
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Experiments reported by Roussopoulos et al. [1995] showed that ordering
ActiveBranchList using MINDIST consistently performed better than MINMAXDIST. This was confirmed in our experiments, although we do not
include that result in Section 6, which describes our experimental findings.
We suspect that this indicates that the optimism inherent in MINDIST
usually gives a better estimate of the distance of the nearest object than
the pessimism inherent in MINMAXDIST, so that MINDIST order will in
general lead to the nearest object(s) being found earlier in the ActiveBranchList. So in this paper we assume that ActiveBranchList is ordered
using MINDIST. In fact, the algorithm in Figure 7 depends on this, as we
discuss at the end of Section 5.4.
The metrics have other uses, regardless of which one is used for ordering
ActiveBranchList. Since MINDIST represents the minimum distance at
which an object can be found in a bounding rectangle r , it provides a means
of pruning nodes from the search, given that a bound on the maximum
distance is available. On the other hand, for any bounding rectangle r ,
MINMAXDIST~ q, r ! is an upper bound on the distance of the object o nearest
q . It should be clear that MINMAXDIST by itself does not help in pruning the
search, as objects closer to q can be found in elements of n at positions with
higher MINMAXDIST values. Moreover, since it only bounds the distance at
which the closest element can be found, this property is of limited value
because it is only useful when we seek the nearest neighbor (i.e., k 5 1 ).
5.4 Pruning Strategies
As already mentioned, as the entries are processed, the Roussopoulos et al.
[1995] algorithm employs a set of three pruning strategies to prune entries
from ActiveBranchList. Two classes of pruning strategies are identified in
Roussopoulos et al. [1995]: downward pruning and upward pruning. In
downward pruning, entries on ActiveBranchList are eliminated prior to
processing the nodes (i.e., before entering the for-loop in line 10 of
KNEARESTTRAVERSAL in Figure 7). In upward pruning, entries on ActiveBranchList are eliminated after processing each node (i.e., after returning
from the recursive call to KNEARESTTRAVERSAL in line 10 in Figure 7). Of
the three pruning strategies discussed in Roussopoulos et al. [1995], two
are said to be applicable to downward pruning and one to upward pruning.
Below, we discuss these strategies in turn, and show that one of them is
sufficient when used in a combination of upward and downward pruning.3
Strategy 1 is used in downward pruning. It allows pruning an entry from
ActiveBranchList whose bounding rectangle r 1 is such that MINDIST~ q, r 1 !
. MINMAXDIST~ q, r 2 ! , where r 2 is some other bounding rectangle in Active-

3
It may appear that we only use this pruning strategy for upward pruning in line 11 of
KNEARESTTRAVERSAL in Figure 7. However, since the condition is checked before the recursive
call to KNEARESTTRAVERSAL, the if statement actually does both upward and downward
pruning.
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BranchList. However, as already pointed out, using MINMAXDIST for pruning is of limited value, as it is only useful when k 5 1 .
Strategy 2 prunes an object o when DIST~ q, o ! . MINMAXDIST~ q, r ! ,
where r is some bounding rectangle. Again, this strategy is only applicable
to k 5 1 . In Roussopoulos et al. [1995], it is claimed that this strategy is
useful in downward pruning, but its inclusion is somewhat puzzling, since
it does not help in pruning nodes from the search. It is possible that the
authors intended strategy 2 to be used to prune objects in leaf nodes.
However, this does not appear to be particularly fruitful, since it still
requires that objects be accessed and their distances from q be calculated.
Another possible explanation for the inclusion of this strategy is that it can
be used to discard the nearest object found in a subtree s in ActiveBranchList after s is processed. However, the purpose of this is not clear, since a
better candidate will replace this object later on, anyway.
Strategy 3 prunes any node from ActiveBranchList whose bounding
rectangle r is such that MINDIST~ q, r ! . NearestList.MaxDist. It is applicable for any value of k and in both downward and upward pruning. Note
that although strategy 3 is not explicitly labeled as a downward pruning
strategy in Roussopoulos et al. [1995], its use in downward pruning is
noted. In particular, before entering the for-loop in line 10 of KNEARESTTRAVERSAL in Figure 7, we can eliminate entries in ActiveBranchList with
distances larger than NearestList.MaxDist (no pruning will occur though,
unless NearestList contains at least k entries).
Recalling that strategy 1 is only applicable when k 5 1 , it can be shown
that even in this case applying strategy 3 in upward pruning eliminates at
least as many bounding rectangles as applying strategy 1 in downward
pruning. To see this, let r be the bounding rectangle in ActiveBranchList
with the smallest MINMAXDIST value. Using strategy 1, we can prune any
entry in ActiveBranchList with bounding rectangle r9 such that MINDIST
~ q, r9 ! . MINMAXDIST~ q, r ! . However, strategy 1 will not prune r or any
entry in ActiveBranchList preceding it, regardless of the ordering. If
ActiveBranchList is ordered based on MINMAXDIST, this clearly holds, since
MINDIST~ q, r ! # MINMAXDIST~ q, r ! . If ActiveBranchList is ordered based
on MINDIST, the nodes preceding r have MINDIST values smaller than r , so
their MINDIST values must also be smaller than MINMAXDIST~ q, r ! . Now let
us see what entries can be pruned from ActiveBranchList by strategy 3
after processing the node corresponding to r . In particular, at that point,
DIST~ q, o ! # MINMAXDIST~ q, r ! where o is the candidate nearest object;
this follows directly from the definition of MINMAXDIST. Therefore, when
strategy 3 (based on DIST~ q, o ! ) is now applied to ActiveBranchList, it will
prune at least as many entries as strategy 1 (based on MINMAXDIST~ q, r ! ).
The fact that we have eliminated strategies 1 and 2, and are interested in
finding more than k neighbors, implies that MINMAXDIST is not necessary
for pruning, as it is not involved in strategy 3. Thus, assuming that
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MINMAXDIST is not used for node ordering, the CPU cost of the algorithm is
reduced, since we do not have to compute the MINMAXDIST value of each
bounding rectangle; this is especially important because MINMAXDIST is
more expensive to compute than MINDIST. We also observe that there is
really no need to distinguish between downward and upward pruning, in
the sense that there is no need to explicitly remove items from ActiveBranchList. Instead, we just test each element on ActiveBranchList when
its turn comes. If ActiveBranchList is ordered according to MINDIST, then
once we prune one element, we can terminate all computation at this level,
as all remaining elements have larger MINDIST values. This is exactly what
we do in the if statement in line 11 of KNEARESTTRAVERSAL in Figure 7.

5.5 Transformation
In this section we show how the k -nearest neighbor algorithm can be
transformed into an incremental algorithm, and that the result is identical
to our R-tree incremental algorithm. This discussion reveals the main
difference between the two algorithms, namely that the control structure of
the k -nearest neighbor algorithm is fragmented among the nodes on the
path from the root to the current node (as specified in the ActiveBranchList
of each invocation of the algorithm), while the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm employs a unified control structure embodied in its priority
queue.
Recall that the R-tree k -nearest neighbor algorithm traverses the R-tree
in a depth-first manner. It keeps track of the state of the traversal (i.e.,
which nodes or bounding rectangles it has yet to process) by use of an
ActiveBranchList for each level (note that at most one node is active at each
level at any given time). In addition, in its original formulation (i.e.,
assuming a sorted buffer implementation) it keeps track of the distances
from the query object of the data objects that it has seen by using
NearestList sorted in increasing order of distance from the query object.
Output of the k nearest neighbors only occurs at the end of the traversal,
since the R-tree is being traversed in its entirety (subject to the pruning of
nodes in ActiveBranchList).
If we want to transform the R-tree k -nearest neighbor algorithm into an
incremental algorithm, we also need to keep track of the nodes in the
R-tree that have been seen (i.e., inserted into an ActiveBranchList) but not
processed. These are the elements of the various instances of ActiveBranchList; let B denote their union. We assume that elements are removed from
NearestList as they are processed. With the aid of B , it is now possible to
tell if the first element o in NearestList should be reported as the next
nearest neighbor to q . In particular, this is the case if o is closer to q than
the closest node in B because objects not yet encountered are in subtrees of
nodes in B . Without the global knowledge embodied by B , it is not possible
to report even the nearest neighbor until we have unwound the recursive
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traversal of the algorithm up to the root node of the R-tree, because before
then we do not know what is in the other subtrees of the root.
The k -nearest neighbor algorithm can be modified to maintain this global
unprocessed node list B , thereby enabling it to report nearest neighbors
incrementally. This process can be made more efficient by keeping B in
sorted order based on distance from q . However, this still leaves open the
question of how to efficiently add and remove nodes from B .
Having made this modification, we can go even further and change the
control structure. In particular, instead of keeping to the strict depth-first
traversal, the list B can be used to guide the traversal, i.e., the node in B
closest to q is taken as the next node to process. As a node is processed, it is
deleted from B , and as a nonleaf node is processed, all its entries are added
to B . Note also that, as described above, B is sorted in MINDIST order. It
could be ordered by MINMAXDIST, but such an ordering has the disadvantage that the node in B nearest to q would not be immediately accessible.
Furthermore, we observe that the penalty for choosing to process a wrong
node is far less than the penalty for doing so in the k -nearest algorithm,
since all that has happened is the inspection of the node’s entries, rather
than the traversal of its entire subtree (subject to pruning, of course).
Note that with this transformation it is now possible to allow an
unbounded k as the last element in NearestList, i.e., the one farthest from
q , no longer plays a role. Of course, this also means that NearestList is no
longer bounded, except by the total number of objects in the R-tree.
The entire process can be performed most easily by merging B and
NearestList into one list called CombinedNearestList. By ordering CombinedNearestList in increasing order of distance, we are able to preserve
the role of the previous contents of ActiveBranchList, in that nodes that
would have been pruned will be at greater distances in the CombinedNearestList than the k th nearest object. Thus, they and their subtrees will not be
traversed when outputting the k nearest neighbors. Observe that the
transformed algorithm only makes use of the MINDIST distance metric,
thereby rendering moot the issue of whether or not to use the MINMAXDIST
[Roussopoulos et al. 1995] metric. Also, the transformed algorithm will in
general achieve more pruning of nodes than the original k -nearest neighbor
algorithm.
We conclude our discussion of the k -nearest neighbor algorithm by
pointing out that the transformation yields an algorithm equivalent to the
incremental algorithm presented earlier when CombinedNearestList is
organized with a priority queue.
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the R-tree incremental nearest neighbor algorithm in
Figure 4 (denoted INN), we compared it to the result of using the R-tree
k -nearest neighbor algorithm of Roussopoulos et al. [1995] (denoted k -NN)
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for distance browsing (Section 6.1). We also measured the incremental cost
of using INN, i.e., the cost of obtaining the k 1 1 st neighbor once we have
already obtained the k th neighbor (Section 6.2). By varying the number of
objects that are browsed, we were able to see the true advantage of our
method of computing the nearest neighbors incrementally, rather than
committing ourselves to a predetermined number of nearest neighbors, as
would be the case if we used the k -nearest neighbor algorithm. (Remember
that we do not know in advance how many objects will be browsed before
finding the desired object.) Finally, we compare INN with k -NN for
computing the result of a k -nearest neighbor query (Section 6.3). These
studies were performed for small numbers of neighbors (i.e., fewer than
25), as this is the most common situation in which distance browsing is
useful. Nevertheless, we also treat the case of a large number of neighbors
in Section 6.3.
In the experiments mentioned above, we measured the execution time,
the disk I/O behavior, and the number of distance computations for two
representative maps. In order to discern whether the size of the maps was a
factor, we performed experiments in which the size was varied (Section
6.4). In addition, for an extreme case, we experimented with a very large
data set (Section 6.5). Finally, in Section 6.6 we report the maximum size of
the priority queue for the experiments in Sections 6.3 and 6.4.
The data sets used in the experiments consisted of line segments, both
real-world data and randomly generated data. The real-world data consisted of four data sets from the TIGER/Line File [Bureau of the Census
1989] (see Figure 9):
(1) Howard County: 17,421 line segments.
(2) Water in the Washington DC metro area: 37,495 line segments.
(3) Prince George’s County: 59,551 line segments.
(4) Roads in the Washington DC metro area: 200,482 line segments.
The randomly generated line segment maps were constructed by generating random infinite lines in a manner independent of translation and
scaling of the coordinate system [Lindenbaum and Samet 1995]. These
lines were clipped to the map area to obtain line segments and then
subdivided further at their intersection points with other line segments so
that at the end, line segments meet only at endpoints. Note that the
random maps do not necessarily model real-world maps perfectly. In
particular, by their construction, random maps cover an entire square area,
whereas this is not the case for most real maps (e.g., TIGER/Line File
county maps). Furthermore, the random maps tend to be rather uniform,
while real maps tend to have dense clusters of small line segments mixed
with more sparsely covered areas. Nevertheless, these randomly generated
maps do capture some important features of real maps (e.g., there is a low
probability of more than four line segments meeting at a point), and they
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Fig. 9. The four real-world data sets from the TIGER/Line File: (a) Howard, (b) Water, (c)
PG, and (d) Roads.

enabled us to run the experiments on a wide range of map sizes for maps
with similar characteristics.
Our experiments differ from those in Roussopoulos et al. [1995], which
used a Hilbert-packed R-tree [Kamel and Faloutsos 1993; Roussopoulos and
Leifker 1985], whereas we used an R*-tree. The Hilbert-packed R-tree is a
static structure, constructed by applying a Peano-Hilbert space ordering
(e.g., Samet [1990]) to spatial objects on the basis of their centroids. The
leaf nodes of the R-tree are then built by filling them with the objects, and
the nonleaf nodes are built on top, with bounding rectangles computed for
the nodes. Notice that the conventional R-tree node splitting rules were not
applied in the construction of the Hilbert-packed R-tree, since each node is
filled to capacity by the Hilbert-packed R-tree construction algorithm.
Because we are interested in dynamic environments, we chose to use the
R*-tree rather than the Hilbert-packed R-tree for our experiments, except
where noted.
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Most of the data sets we used were small enough to fit in the main
memory of many modern computers (except in the experiments reported in
Section 6.5). Nevertheless, we used a disk-based R-tree structure and
employed buffers to store a limited number of recently used R-tree nodes
(128). Thus we believe that our results will scale well to large data sets.
The fact that we employ buffered I/O, with the added possibility of a
requested disk block being in a disk cache or in operating system buffers,
complicates the comparison between the two algorithms. There are two
extremes: for each I/O, the requested disk block is found in memory, or
every I/O leads to disk activity. Given a query for a fixed number of
neighbors, the incremental nearest neighbor (INN) algorithm shows less
improvement over the k -nearest neighbor algorithm (k -NN) in the former
case (i.e., if the entire data sets resides in memory), and may even be
slower, as seen for the small random data sets. This is mainly due to the
overhead incurred by priority queue operations. However, for the other
extreme, the INN algorithm would be even more advantageous than we
found, as it always requests fewer R-tree nodes and objects than the k -NN
algorithm.
For each experiment, we ran multiple queries on the same data set for
the same number of neighbors. This was done so that more than one query
point could be tested, as well as to make sure that the timing results were
meaningful (given the timing granularity of the system we used). Since our
R-tree implementation utilizes buffered I/O, a query may access disk blocks
that were already loaded into the buffer by earlier queries in the same
sequence. We feel that this was a reasonable choice to make, since the
buffers were small compared to the data size, and clearing them prior to
each query would have affected the timing results. Also, in a real world
scenario, it is likely that a user will execute more than one query for a
given map.
We use three measures for comparing the algorithms: execution time,
R-tree node I/O (frequently referred to as disk I/O [Beckmann et al. 1990;
Kamel and Faloutsos 1994]), and object distance calculations. The R-tree
node I/O is reported as the number of accesses, and may not correspond to
actual disk I/O if nodes can be found in database or system buffers.
However, we found that the number of accesses predicts the relative
performance of actual disk I/O reasonably well. Furthermore, any saving
due to buffering will show up in reduced execution time. Thus we used the
disk I/O characterization.
In all the experiments that we conducted, the maps were embedded in a
16K by 16K grid, and the capacity of each R-tree node was 50. In order to
simplify the analysis of the execution time results, we chose to store the
actual line segments in the R-tree leaf nodes instead of just their bounding
boxes. Organization of external object storage also has a large effect on the
performance, and thus introduces an extra variable into the comparison of
the two algorithms. Query points were uniformly distributed over the space
covered by the map data, and the distance functions used to measure the
ACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. 24, No. 2, June 1999.
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Fig. 10. Cumulative execution time for distance browsing.
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Fig. 11. Cumulative R-tree node disk I/O
for distance browsing.

distances of lines and bounding rectangles from the query points were
based on the squared Euclidean metric (to avoid computing square roots).
The experiments were run sufficiently often to obtain consistent results
with a different query point each time. Execution times are reported in
milliseconds per query; they include the CPU time consumed by the
algorithm and its system calls. We used a SPARCstation 5 Model 70 rated
at 60 SPECint92 and 47 SPECfp92, and a GNU C11 compiler set for
maximum optimization (-03).
6.1 Cumulative Cost of Distance Browsing
In this section we focus on the distance browsing query when we do not
know in advance how many neighbors will be needed before the query
terminates. In this case, we need to reapply the k -nearest neighbor
algorithm as the value of k changes. In contrast, in the case of the
incremental nearest neighbor algorithm, we need to reinvoke the algorithm
to obtain just one neighbor (i.e., the next nearest one). For these experiments we used the map of Prince George’s County (denoted PG in the
figures) as well as a randomly generated line map of a similar size,
containing 64,000 lines (denoted R64K). We included the random line map
to see if the performance was affected by some unknown characteristics of
the PG map.
Figures 10 through 12 show each measure’s cumulative cost for distance
browsing through the database by finding the neighbors incrementally.
There are a number of ways of using a k -nearest neighbor algorithm to
perform distance browsing. In our tests (shown in the figures) we use two
such methods: (1) Execute k -NN each time we need a new neighbor. (2)
Invoke k -NN for every five neighbors. Thus, for example, in case (2) the
cost of computing the 11 th through 14 th neighbors is the same as the cost of
computing the 15 th neighbor (which requires invoking the k -NN algorithm
for k 5 5, 10, and 15). From the figures, it is clear that using the
incremental nearest neighbor (INN) algorithm for distance browsing signifACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. 24, No. 2, June 1999.
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Fig. 13. Execution time of k -NN relative to
that of INN when used for distance browsing
when the k -NN approach is made as good as
possible.

icantly outperforms simulating incremental access with the k -NN algorithm. In fact, the difference quickly becomes an order of magnitude. The
figures use a logarithmic scale for the y -axis in order to bring out relative
scale. Since the differences were so great, in order to simplify the presentation, we include results only for the k -NN algorithm for the PG map
because the results for the random data were similar.
The method we used above for choosing the value of k when performing
distance browsing with the k -NN algorithm is not the best that we can do
for larger values of k . For example, it would be better to multiply k by 2
each time the algorithm must be reinvoked. In addition, the k -NN algorithm can be adapted to make it more suitable for distance browsing. In
particular, after finding the m nearest neighbors and determining that we
must find the m9 . m nearest neighbors, we can use the distance of the
m th nearest neighbor as a minimum distance when the k -NN algorithm is
reinvoked with k 5 m9 (actually, k is set to m9 2 m , since the m nearest
neighbors are excluded from the search). This minimum distance can be
used to prune the search in much the same way as described in Section 4.5,
using minimum distance in the INN algorithm. Some complications arise if
other objects have the same distance from q as the m th nearest neighbor.
The best way to resolve this is to return all neighbors with that distance,
which means that sometimes we obtain more neighbors than we requested.
In Figure 13, we compare the execution time when using such an adapted
k -NN algorithm (labelled “Prune”) for distance browsing to the execution
time when using the INN algorithm. We also show the result for the
unmodified algorithm, where we must restart the search from scratch when
the k -NN algorithm must be reinvoked (labelled “Restart”). We only show
the results for the real-world data set (PG), as they were almost identical
when using the random data set.
ACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. 24, No. 2, June 1999.
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We use two different starting values for k in Figure 13, namely 5 and 50
(shown in parentheses). Each time the k -NN algorithm is reinvoked, k is
doubled. The figure shows that if the k -NN algorithm has to be reinvoked
at least once, it usually takes more than twice (and up to nearly five times)
as long as the INN algorithm. Using the “Prune” variant of the k -NN
algorithm does not pay off unless a rather large number of neighbors is
needed (over 100 or 200 in these experiments). The reason why this variant
takes longer for a smaller number of neighbors is that not enough nodes get
pruned to offset the cost of more node distance computations (for each node
we must compute two distances, a minimum and a maximum, instead of
just the minimum). Another observation is that the k -NN approach is
highly sensitive to the initial value of k . Which initial value is better
depends on how many neighbors we need (which we do not know in advance
in distance browsing). The spikes on the curves occur where the k -NN
algorithm is reinvoked an additional time for higher values of k , and
between a spike and the next low point, no more neighbors are computed.4
The reason the slope of the curve decreases after each spike is that in the
range from a spike to the next low point, the cost of the k -NN approach
remains constant (since no more neighbors are computed), while the cost of
the INN approach increases gradually because we must compute additional
neighbors. Note that the absolute low point on the two curves corresponds
to the case where the number of neighbors needed happens to be equal to
the initial value of k (5 and 50, respectively). For those values of k , the
k -NN algorithm is not much slower than the INN algorithm (about 25%
slower for k 5 5 and 14% slower for k 5 50 ).
6.2 Incremental Cost of Distance Browsing
The results of the experiments conducted in Section 6.1 show the total cost
of distance browsing after retrieving the k th neighbor. Using INN to
implement each browsing step requires us to examine just one neighbor,
regardless of how many browsing steps we already executed. In contrast,
use of k -NN for distance browsing requires us to examine k 1 1 neighbors
when k browsing steps have already been executed. In this section we
compare the two algorithms in terms of the cost of each browsing step (i.e.,
the incremental cost). This is shown in Figures 14 through 16. For the INN
algorithm, the incremental cost can be seen to fluctuate somewhat, but it is
always at least one order of magnitude less than the cost of the k -NN
algorithm once the first neighbor is obtained. Although not shown here, we
found that this holds for all values of k . Again, we use a logarithmic scale
4
There should be a spike at 5 neighbors for “Prune (5),” but it occurs at 6 neighbors instead.
The reason is that, occasionally, when requesting the nearest five neighbors, the sixth nearest
neighbor has the same distance as the fifth one, so the k -NN algorithm does not need to be
reinvoked when we want to obtain the sixth neighbor (the same is true for the second spike at
10 neighbors).
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Fig. 15. Incremental R-tree node disk I/O
for distance browsing.

for the y -axis, so that the fluctuation in the cost of the incremental
algorithm can be seen more clearly.
We evaluated the incremental execution time for up to 1000 neighbors in
the PG map. Interestingly, we found that the incremental execution time
clusters around an average of about .04 ms after the first 100 neighbors or
so. This is in agreement with the results that we will discuss in Section 6.3,
where we find that the average execution time per neighbor is around .04
ms when retrieving a few thousand neighbors or more in the PG and R64K
maps. Thus we see that for a given map, the incremental execution time is
remarkably close to constant after a small fraction of the objects have been
retrieved (for the PG map this is around 100 neighbors or less than 0.2% of
the map size).
For the R-tree node disk I/Os (Figure 15), the incremental algorithm
(INN) was at least an order of magnitude better than k -NN after the first
neighbor has been found. INN appears to be decreasing (i.e., between .1
and .2 after 25 neighbors), but levels off after a few hundred neighbors
have been found. (The graph is not a step function because the number of
node accesses is averaged over many queries.)
For the object distance calculations (Figure 16), the incremental algorithm (INN) was at least an order of magnitude better than k -NN after the
first few neighbors had been found. The improvement approaches two
orders of magnitude when 25 neighbors have been found, and continues in
this manner for larger values of k (not shown here). The average number of
distance calculations performed for each incremental invocation is seen to
be decreasing. This continues as more neighbors are retrieved and is below
1.2 after 300 neighbors. Thus INN quickly reaches a stage of accessing only
about one object per reported neighbor.
6.3 k -Nearest Neighbor Queries
We now consider what the cost would be if we used the incremental nearest
neighbor algorithm to solve the k -nearest neighbor problem. In other
ACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. 24, No. 2, June 1999.
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words, instead of browsing the database on the basis of distance, obtaining
one neighbor at a time, we address the related problem of finding all k
neighbors at once, as we would do if we knew in advance how many
neighbors we need. It is interesting to see if a performance penalty is
incurred in solving this classical problem by using our incremental algorithm, rather than using approaches such as the k -NN algorithm which
obtain all k neighbors at once. We ran a sequence of tests in the same
manner as those reported in Sections 6.1 and 6.2; the results are shown in
Figures 17 through 19. From these figures we observe that using the INN
algorithm leads to no sacrifice of performance. In fact, the incremental
algorithm outperforms the k -nearest neighbor algorithm for the two maps
for all values of k .
In addition to the experiments mentioned above, we ran k -nearest
neighbor queries for values of k from 1 up to the size of the data set. The
results of these experiments are reported in Figures 20 through 22, where
the cost measures are divided by the number k of nearest neighbors, so that
we are reporting the cost per neighbor. For the incremental nearest
neighbor algorithm, this value is close to the average incremental cost for
all but the smallest values of k (for small k , the cost of retrieving the first
neighbor dominates the cost). Dividing the cost measures by k makes it
possible to distinguish the cost measures for large values of k , which is
difficult otherwise. In Figures 20 –22, the y axis uses a logarithmic scale.
For the execution time (Figure 17), we see that the two algorithms have
similar growth patterns, with k -NN somewhat slower than INN (about
11-14% for PG and 4-10% for R64K). While the improvement of INN over
k -NN is modest for values of k up to 25, Figure 20 reveals that the
difference widens as k grows larger, up to 75% for PG and 87% for R64K
(for k 5 2 15 5 32,768 ). Even for values of k as small as several hundred,
the improvement of INN over k -NN is 20-30%. Note how the performance of
INN for the two maps is very similar, whereas the performance of k -NN is
worse for the PG map than for the R64K map. This observation holds for
ACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. 24, No. 2, June 1999.
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the other two cost measures as well, suggesting that INN is much less
sensitive than k -NN to the distribution of data objects.
For very large values of k , we may ask whether it is not better to simply
calculate distances for the entire database and then sort on the distance. If
all the objects are ranked with the INN algorithm (or the k -NN algorithm),
we must also compute the distances for all the objects in the database. The
question then reduces to whether the overhead of the INN algorithm (for
computing distances of nodes and manipulating the priority queue) exceeds
the cost of sorting all the distance values once they are computed. Interestingly, we found that for the PG map, using the INN algorithm to rank all
the objects was faster than computing all the distances and sorting them,
whereas the k -NN algorithm was a little slower than the sorting approach.
Of course, this result cannot be generalized, as it depends on numerous
factors, such as size of the data set, the spatial index being used, and
whether the spatial objects are stored directly in the leaf nodes of the
R-tree or in an external object table.
For the R-tree node disk I/Os (Figure 18) we see that INN is always
better than k -NN, while the rate of growth is similar for both, and appears
to be linear in k for low values of k . In fact, we found that this same pattern
held for all values of k , as we see in Figure 21. The figures show that for
each value of k , INN achieves more pruning of the input tree than k -NN.
This partially explains its better execution time performance. For values of
k ranging between 2 6 and 2 15 , INN accesses 20-53% fewer nodes for PG and
12-35% for R64K, with the largest difference at k-2 9 for both maps.
For the object distance calculations (Figure 19), we see that the INN
algorithm again outperforms the k -NN algorithm. Figure 22 shows that
this holds for all values of k , except when ranking all the map objects (in
which case the number of distance calculations equals the number of map
objects in both cases, as no pruning of objects or nodes is possible). The
shapes of the curves in Figure 22 can be seen to be very similar to those in
Figure 21. This is not surprising when we realize that the number of
ACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. 24, No. 2, June 1999.
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distance calculations is proportional to the number of R-tree leaf nodes that
are accessed, and the leaf nodes in an R-tree greatly outnumber the nonleaf
nodes.
Figure 23 shows the fraction of total execution time attributed to disk I/O
operations in the above experiments. We compute this by recording the
node accesses performed during the execution of the algorithms and measuring the time needed to do nothing but access those nodes. The figure
shows that the fraction of time spent by the INN algorithm in doing I/O is
relatively constant, but starts to decrease for a large number of neighbors.
In contrast, the fraction of time spent by the k -NN algorithm in doing I/O
has a much larger variation, initially increasing rapidly, and decreasing
significantly as the number of neighbors needed increases. In fact, eventually the fraction of time spent in doing I/O by the k -NN algorithm is
considerably less than spent by the INN algorithm as the number of
neighbors increases; thus the INN algorithm becomes more efficient from a
CPU cost perspective. (This may be due, in part, to the fact that for a large
number of neighbors, the priority queue for the INN algorithm is considerably smaller than the NearestList maintained by the k -NN algorithm, as
discussed in Section 6.6 and seen in Figure 31.)
6.4 Results for Varying Data Size
In the previous sections we investigated the performance of the two
algorithms by varying the number of neighbors for both distance browsing
and computing the k nearest neighbors for similarly sized data sets. It is
important that the performance of the algorithms remain reasonable, even
when the size of the data set is increased. To verify that this is indeed the
case, we tested the performance of INN and k -NN on both random and
real-world map data. Our experiments showed the same relationships for
the two algorithms between the cumulative and incremental costs of
distance browsing, as well as computing the k nearest neighbors, that we
found in the experiments reported in Sections 6.1– 6.3 (provided the maps
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are nontrivial in size). In particular, they confirmed the superiority of INN
over k -NN. In the interest of saving space, we do not show these results
here.
In the rest of this section we focus on the relative behavior of the
algorithms when finding the nearest neighbor (i.e., k 5 1 ). This operation
is important as it is the first step in distance browsing, and as we saw in
Section 6.2, its execution time dominates the cost of distance browsing for
small values of k .
Figures 24 through 26 show the performance of the two algorithms when
finding the nearest neighbor. The x -axis in the figure is log2 N , where N is
the number of line segments. The real-world maps appear in the same
order in which they were described (from left to right: Howard County,
Water, Prince George’s County, and Roads). The random maps that we
tested contained 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000, 16000, 32000, 64000, 128000, and
256000 line segments.
For the execution time (Figure 24), we see that the INN algorithm is
faster for most of the maps; k -NN took from 10-19% more time for the
real-world maps and up to 14% more time for the randomly generated
maps. The exceptions are the three smallest randomly generated maps.
This can be explained partly by the fact that these maps were small enough
to fit in the R-tree node buffer, and partly by the fact that their small sizes
gave less room for improvement (see Figures 25 and 26). Even so, for larger
values of k , INN became better than k -NN for these data sets. For all the
randomly generated maps, which have similar characteristics, the rate of
growth of the execution time can be seen to be nearly identical for the two
algorithms. In fact, the rate of growth appears to be very nearly logarithmic in the number of line segments (recall that the x -axis uses a log scale).
The execution times for the real-world maps correlate remarkably well with
the execution times for the random maps of comparable size.
For the R-tree node disk I/Os (Figure 25), we find the same relative
behavior of the algorithms, with INN always better than k -NN, while the
ACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. 24, No. 2, June 1999.
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rate of growth is similar for both. The rate of growth appears to be
logarithmic in the number of line segments. This compares with the results
reported by Roussopoulos et al. [1995] for k -NN, where it was observed that
the number of R-tree node accesses grew linearly with the height of the
tree. Our experiments are not in exact agreement with that observation,
but asymptotically the two observations are equivalent, since in R-trees the
height of the tree grows logarithmically with the number of objects.
For the object distance calculations (Figure 26), INN again performs
better than k -NN.
6.5 Results for Large Data Sets
Admittedly, the data sets we used in the experiments above were moderate
in size. For the largest data set, the spatial index occupies approximately 9
MB of disk space, which is small enough to fit into the main memory of
most modern computers. Even so, in our experiments, we only used a small
amount of main memory for buffers (128 nodes), and the size of the priority
queue remained small compared to the data size (100 KB in the worst case
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for the experiments in Section 6.3, or about 3% of the size of the map files).
Thus we believe that our results will also hold for larger data sets, i.e., data
sets much larger than the size of main memory.
In order to verify this claim, we conducted an experiment with a
randomly generated data set of 8 million lines. Because it was prohibitively
slow to build an R*-tree for such a large data set, we built a Hilbert-packed
R-tree [Kamel and Faloutsos 1993], which occupied almost 300 MB. We
used the same level of fan-out (50) and the same amount of buffering (128
nodes) as in our previous experiments (though it might have been better to
use larger fan-out and buffer sizes for such a large data set). Incidentally,
we found that both algorithms performed more poorly with a Hilbertpacked R-tree than with an R*-tree for the same data set. This appears to
be due to the greater amount of node overlap in the Hilbert-packed R-tree.
The incremental nearest neighbor algorithm proved to be much less sensitive to the level of node overlap, due to its superior pruning of the R-tree
nodes.
Figures 27–29 show the results of our experiments on this large map,
which consisted of k -nearest neighbor queries for values of k from 1
through the size of the data set (8 million). Unfortunately, we were not able
to run the k -NN algorithm for k 5 8 million, as there was not enough
memory to hold the neighbor list for 8 million neighbors. This is in contrast
to the INN algorithm, where the priority queue contained at most about
83,000 elements, or about 1% of the number of neighbors. The speedup in
execution time for INN over k -NN ranged from 1.8 to 5.8. k -NN accessed
from 1.8 to 5.3 times as many nodes and performed up to 6 times as many
distance calculations as INN.
6.6 Priority Queue Size
In Section 4.8 we showed that in the worst case, all the data objects must
be inserted into the priority queue when using the incremental nearest
neighbor algorithm. In our experiments, however, we found that the
priority queue remained modest in size. The size of the priority queue
affects the performance of queue operations during the algorithm’s execution. Also, a very large queue requires a disk-based implementation,
thereby slowing the algorithm. However, in most applications the maximum queue size remains relatively modest, which permits using a memorybased data structure for the queue. For example, consider Figure 30, which
shows the maximum size of the queue when computing the nearest neighbor (i.e., k 5 1 ) using the same data sets as in Section 6.4. Notice that for
the worst case situation, described above, in this first step of distance
browsing for the given query object, all objects must be inserted into the
queue before determining the nearest neighbor. From the figure it is
evident that the maximum queue size grows remarkably slowly as the
number of line segments increases. The results for the random maps
suggest that this growth is logarithmic in the number of line segments.
ACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. 24, No. 2, June 1999.
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Figure 31 shows the maximum size of the priority queue when using the
incremental nearest neighbor algorithm after k distance browsing operations for the maps in Section 6.1 (k ranged from 1 up to the size of the
map). In the figure, the y -axis is logarithmic. We see that the maximum
queue size M grows extremely slowly. Note also that M is relatively small
(less than 5% in the worse case), in comparison with the sum of the number
of data objects and R-tree nodes for the two comparably sized maps, which
is M ’s theoretical maximum. When k reaches a value of 2 10 ' 1000 , the
priority queue needed by the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm is
smaller than the priority queue needed to store the sorted buffer for the
k -NN algorithm. A similar picture emerged for the large map used in
Section 6.5, where the size of the priority queue was an even smaller
fraction of the map size (1% in the worst case).
7. HIGH-DIMENSIONAL SPACE
As already pointed out, the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm is
independent of the dimensionality of the data objects, and is equally
applicable to data embedded in low-dimensional and high-dimensional
spaces. Unfortunately, it is difficult to effectively index high-dimensional
data, and nearest neighbor search also becomes more costly. In this section
we address some of the issues that arise. Because it is hard to reason about
arbitrary data distributions, some of the conclusions we draw are based on
uniformly-distributed data.
High-dimensional data arises in a number of current applications, including multimedia databases, data warehouses, and information retrieval.
Such data is usually limited to points, but more general objects also arise
[Berchtold et al. 1997]. As an example of an application that leads to
high-dimensional data, color histograms have been used in image databases to allow searching for images with a specific color or with a combination of colors similar to some query image. The colors in an image are
described by d -dimensional vectors, in which each element encodes the
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intensity of a particular range of colors (e.g., by using RGB values). To
compare the closeness of the sets of colors in two images, a complex
distance function is used, involving matrix multiplication. Using that
distance function, we can use a nearest neighbor search on an image
database to find the image closest in color to some query image. The
number of dimensions, d , for color histograms is typically 64, 100, or 256.
In other applications, the number of dimensions can be even higher (as
much as several thousand).
Most spatial indexing structures do not work very well for high dimensions. The R-tree, for example, has been found to degenerate for dimensions
higher than 7 or so [Berchtold et al. 1996]. Specifically, even for range
queries with small query windows, so many index pages must be read that
reading them is more expensive than sequentially scanning the data.
Several indexing structures have been proposed to address this issue; for
example, the X-tree [Berchtold et al. 1996] and LSDh-tree [Henrich 1998],
based on the R-tree and LSD-tree, respectively. However, even these often
do not provide much speedup compared to sequential scan for dimensions
above 20 or so. An approach often taken to speed up access to point data of
very high dimension is to map the points into a space of lower dimension
[Faloutsos and Lin 1995; Kanth et al. 1998], in which case we can use the
incremental nearest neighbor algorithm on the lower-dimensional space. In
order to guarantee the accuracy of the result, the output of the algorithm
can be filtered based on the distances of the corresponding higher-dimensional points [Seidl and Kriegel 1998]. Another approach is to abandon the
goal of indexing the data points based on space occupancy and instead use
properties of the distance metric (see the discussion of the metric space
model in Section 2). If a hierararchical index method based on distance
(e.g., Brin [1995]; Ciaccia et al. [1997]; and Uhlmann [1991]) is employed,
our algorithm is still applicable. In fact, the k -nearest neighbor algorithm
presented in Ciaccia et al. [1997] is similar to our algorithm, in that it uses
a priority queue for nodes to guide the traversal of the index.
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If we use the Euclidean distance metric, the nearest neighbor search
region (Section 4.6) is spherical. On the other hand, the node regions for
most types of spatial index structures are hyperrectangular in shape,
making nearest neighbor search more expensive as more points are accessed than is necessary. To see why this is true, consider that in two
dimensions the areas of a square and a circle, both with radius r , are 4r 2
and p r 2 , respectively. Thus the ratio of the area of the circle to the area of
the square is p /4 ' 79% . In three dimensions the ratio of the volume of a
sphere to the volume of a cube is about 52%, and in four dimensions the
corresponding ratio for a hypersphere and hypercube is 10%. In general,
the ratio between the volume of a hypersphere and its circumscribed
hypercube decreases exponentially with the number of dimensions. Intuitively, the reason for this is that the number of “corners” of the hypercube
grows exponentially with dimension. This effect has a direct consequence
for nearest neighbor search using the Euclidean distance metric. To see
why, let us assume that we have uniformly distributed data points inside a
hypercube of radius r and a search region of radius r centered inside the
hypercube; the hypercube represents the smallest bounding box of the set
of hyperrectangular leaf node regions that intersect the search region.
Then the proportion of the data points inside the search region decreases
exponentially with the number of dimensions; e.g., for four dimensions,
about 10% only are inside the search region. The large number of data
points inside the hypercube but outside the search region represent wasted
effort for a nearest neighbor search. In order to alleviate this effect, spatial
index structures that use hyperspheres as node regions [White and Jain
1996b] have been proposed for use in nearest neighbor applications for
higher dimensions. However, since this can lead to a much higher level of
overlap between nodes than using hyperrectangles, a compromise is to use
shapes formed by intersections of hyperspheres and hyperrectangles
[Katayama and Satoh 1997], essentially smoothing out the corners of the
hyperrectangles.
In Section 4.6 we pointed out that the objects on the priority queue are
contained in the leaf nodes intersected by the boundary of the search region
(and similarly for the nodes on the priority queue). As the number of
dimensions grows, the ratio of the number leaf nodes intersected by the
boundary of the search region to the number of leaf nodes intersected by
the interior of the search region tends to grow. Thus the size of the priority
queue also tends to grow with the number of dimensions. For uniformly
distributed points spread evenly among the leaf nodes, where each leaf
node covers about the same amount of space, it can be shown that this ratio
grows exponentially with the number of dimensions. This is true even if
both the search region and leaf node regions are hypercubes (i.e., if we use
the Chessboard metric L ` ). Of course, this is only of major significance
when the number of desired neighbors is large, since the volume of the
search region depends on the number of neighbors.
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Some of the problems arising from operating in high-dimensional spaces
can be alleviated by relaxing the requirement that the nearest neighbors be
computed exactly. Our goal is to report neighbors as quickly as possible. In
the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm, when an object o is slightly
farther from the query object q than a node n , the algorithm must process
n before reporting o . As we have seen, in a high-dimensional space this
may cause a lot of extra work. Instead, we can report o as the next nearest
neighbor if its distance from q is not “much” larger than that of n . In
particular, suppose o is the object on the priority queue closest to q , and n
is the node on the queue closest to q . We propose reporting o as the next
(approximate) nearest neighbor if d o ~ q, o ! # ~ 1 1 e ! d n ~ q, n ! , where e is
some nonnegative constant. This leads to a definition of approximate
nearest neighbor that conforms to that in Arya et al. [1994]: if r is the
distance of the k th nearest neighbor, then the distances of the objects
returned by an approximate k -nearest neighbor search must be no larger
than ~ 1 1 e ! r . Obviously, for e 5 0 we get the exact result, and the larger
e is, the less exact the result. The only change required to the incremental
nearest neighbor algorithm to make it approximate in this sense is in the
key used for nodes on the priority queue. Specifically, for a node n we use
~ 1 1 e ! d n ~ q, n ! as a key, instead of d n ~ q, n ! . In Arya et al. [1994],5 it was
found that a significant reduction in node accesses results from finding the
k approximate nearest neighbors, as opposed to the k exact nearest
neighbors. Moreover, with relatively high probability, the result is the
same in the exact and approximate cases. For example, for approximate
nearest neighbor search in 16 dimensions using e 5 3 (meaning that a
300% relative error in distance is allowed), it was found [Arya et al. 1994]
that speedup in execution time was on the order of 10 to 50 over exact
nearest neighbor search, while the average relative error was only 10% and
the true nearest neighbor was found almost half the time.
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We presented a detailed comparison of two approaches to browsing spatial
objects in an R-tree, on the basis of their distances from an arbitrary
spatial query object. It was shown that an incremental algorithm (INN)
significantly outperforms (in execution time, R-tree node disk I/O, and
object distance calculations) a solution based on a k -nearest neighbor
algorithm (k -NN). This is true even when the k -NN approach was optimized for this application by carefully choosing the increments for k and
using previous search results for pruning when the k -NN algorithm must
be reinvoked. The incremental approach was also found to have superior
performance when applied to the problem of computing the k nearest
5
The algorithm described in Arya et al. [1994] is not incremental, but it accesses the same set
of nodes as the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm modified as described above
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neighbors of a given query object. Our experiments confirm that the INN
algorithm achieves a higher level of pruning than the k -NN algorithm. This
is important because it reduces the amount of R-tree node disk I/O as well
as the number of distance calculations, which, when combined, account for
a major portion of execution time. Moreover, as the data sets became
larger, the superiority of the INN algorithm became more pronounced
The experimental results were in reasonably close agreement with our
rudimentary anaysis of the INN algorithm, which predicts that the number
of node accesses is O ~ k 1 k 1 log N ! , where k is the number of neighbors
and N the size of the data set. The superior performance of our algorithm in
the experimental study was perhaps not surprising, as we prove informally
that at any step in its execution the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm is optimal with respect to the spatial data structure employed. From
a practical standpoint, this means that a minimum number of nodes is
visited in order to report each object. In other words, upon reporting the kth
neighbor o k of the query object q , the algorithm has only accessed nodes
that lie within a distance of d ~ q, o k ! of q . Our adaptation of the algorithm
to the R-tree has the added benefit that a minimum number of objects is
accessed, i.e., only objects whose minimum bounding rectangles lie within a
distance of d ~ q, o k ! of q.
In the experiments in Section 6, we used an R-tree variant in which the
spatial objects were stored directly in the leaf nodes of the R-tree. This is
not always practical, especially for complex and variable-size objects such
as polygons. The other alternative is to store the objects in an external file,
in which case the leaf nodes store the bounding boxes of the spatial objects
and pointers to the objects. We performed additional experiments where
the maps used in Section 6 were stored in such an R-tree; we used the INN
variant given in Figure 4.6 These experiments revealed an even larger
advantage for the incremental nearest neighbor algorithm over the
k -nearest neighbor algorithm (typically over 50%). This is primarily because the INN algorithm accessed many fewer data objects (for calculating
their distances from the query object) than the k -NN algorithm. The k -NN
algorithm typically accessed 4-6 times as many objects as the INN algorithm for low values of k , and up to twice as many for values of k as high as
5% of the map size. Reducing the number of object accesses and object
distance calculations when using the incremental algorithm has an even
greater effect in reducing the execution time for more complex spatial
objects (e.g., polygons).
In a worst-case scenario, all the leaf nodes in the spatial data structure
must be accessed (see Figure 6 and the discussion in Section 4.8). In
contrast to the incremental algorithm in Figure 3, the variant presented in
6
We decided to report only those results of experiments where the spatial objects are stored in
the leaf nodes rather than external to the R-tree. This was done, in part, because the
organization of the external object storage has a large effect on the performance, and thus
introduces an extra variable into the comparison of the algorithms.
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Figure 4 for the R-tree implementation, where the spatial objects are stored
external to the R-tree, alleviates the worst case described above by making
use of bounding rectangles in leaf nodes, thereby enabling it to avoid
accessing many data objects from disk.7 In particular, in the original
version of the algorithm, the spatial index was not assumed to have
bounding rectangles, which meant that, for this worst case, all data objects
had to be accessed from disk in order to measure their distances from the
query object. The use of bounding rectangles stored in the tree leads to a
considerably more efficient (and conceptually different) incremental algorithm for R-trees, in that bounding boxes can be used as pruning devices to
reduce disk I/O for accessing spatial descriptions of objects.
Future work involves comparing the behavior of the incremental nearest
neighbor algorithm on different spatial data structures such as PMR
quadtrees, R-trees, and R1-trees, as well as adapting the algorithm to other
classes of index structures, such as distance-based indexes [Brin 1995;
Ciaccia et al. 1997; Uhlmann 1991]. We also wish to further investigate the
use of the algorithm with very large data sets and in high-dimensional
spaces, where the priority queue may have to be stored on disk.
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